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Dear readers and researchers,
The monograph brought to your attention is dedicated to vertebrate species of Bastak Nature Reserve
(The Russian Federation) and Honghe Reserve (People's Republic of China). It is published within a
framework of international cooperation between two specially protected natural territories. Collaborative
studies are the priority in the work of our reserves. It allows us to increase the level of conducted operations,
to receive new scientiﬁc information, to make well-reasoned conclusions, and to establish the basis of longterm environmental monitoring.
The main purpose of this article is to present the achievements of the joint study of the fauna of the
Amur (Heilong Jiang) basin to executive authorities, scientiﬁc and social organizations, and the broadest
layers of the population, as well as to show the importance of the joint environmental activities for the
conservation of biological diversity in the Far East.
The article introduces annotated lists of 392 species of reserve’s vertebrate species. At this point,
the vertebrate fauna is represented by 1 species of lampreys, 57 ﬁsh species, 7 species of amphibians, 4
species of reptiles, 270 species of birds, and 53 mammal species. Despite the small area of Bastak Nature
Reserve (about 3.5% of the territory of the Jewish Autonomous Region), its fauna represents signiﬁcant
part of the wildlife of the Middle Amur region. Book’s sections on Bastak Nature Reserve are prepared by
A.A. Averin, senior researcher of the reserve; T.A. Rubtsova, Candidate of Biological sciences and Deputy
Director of Research; and V.N. Burik, Candidate of Psychological sciences and a research associate of the
laboratory of biocenological investigations of the Institute for Complex Analysis of Regional Problems, Far
Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Science.
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the authors and compilers of the book, and to all
researchers of fauna of Bastak Nature Reserve for the hard work that has been done. I sincerely wish the
success in the study and preservation of the wildlife of the Middle Amur region to everyone who will use
this monograph.
The book was prepared within Amur Heilong Ecoregion Conservation Program with the support of the
World Wildlife Fund (grant №WWF665 / RU009605-17).
Sincerely,
director of the nature reserve Bastak

А.Y. Kalinin
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Dear readers and researchers
The book, «Vertebrates Bastak Nature Reserve (The Russian Federation) and Honghe
Nature Reserve (People's Republic of China)», is the important achievement in the natural ﬁeld of
cooperation between Sino-Russian nature reserves (Honghe River Heilongjiang Province, China
and Bastak Jewish Autonomous Region, Russia).It is an important reference book for researchers
and experts of the two Nature reserve and for long-term monitoring. It is of great value for
researchers who is guiding and studying the wetland biodiversity conservation in the Heilongjiang
River Basin.
There are 290 species of vertebrate species in the Honghe River, including birds (221),
mammals (34), ﬁshs (28), amphibians (6) and reptiles (1). This book was accomplished by Dr Zhu
Shibing of the Institute of Nature and Ecology, Heilongjiang Academy of Sciences, Bird expert
Professor Li Xiaomin and Animal experts Wu Jianping and Fish expert Professor Yu Hongxian of
Northeast Forestry University, as well as Zhu Baoguang, Biodiversity experts of Honghe Nature
Reserve.
I hope that through cooperation in the ﬁeld of Sino-Russian nature reserves, more cooperation
can be displayed to future generations. I, sincerely, thank the staff of «Bastak» Protected reserve
area, Russian Jewish Autonomous Region and Chinese staffs to complete this reference book.
Sincerely,
director of the nature reserve Honghe
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THE BASTAK NATURE RESERVE
The Bastak Nature Reserve is located in the southern part of the Russian Far East, on the
territory of the Jewish Autonomous Region (ﬁg. 1).
The Bastak State Nature Reserve was founded in January, 1997 in order to provide,
maintain and protect the reserve’s unique and typical natural complexes; to launch activities
for forests’ protection, to organize and conduct environmental education of the population;
to develop and implement scientiﬁc methods of environmental protection, and to perform
environmental monitoring.
The territory of the reserve is represented by two plots. The main one is located 17 km
north from the regional center – the city of Birobidzhan – to the administrative border of
Jewish autonomous region – Khabarovsky Region. Its territory covers the south-eastern
spurs of Bureya mountain ridge and the north-western outskirts of Sredneamurskaya lowland
(Sanjiang Plain) (ﬁg. 2).

Fig. 1. Location of the Bastak Nature Reserve in the system of protected areas
of the Jewish Autonomous Region (authors A.N. Gelunov, T.A. Rubtsova)
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Fig. 2. Map of the Bastak State Nature Reserve

The reserve runs 47 km in a latitudinal direction, and 38 km in longitude. The end points
of the reserve have the following coordinates: the most southerly point – 48 51' N, 133º 09' E;
the most northerly point – 49º 14' N, 132º 59' E; the most easterly point – 49º 02' N, 133º 16' E,
and the most westerly point – 49º 01' N, 132º 50' E. The total length of the reserve’s boundaries
amounts to 176 km, including 58.5 km along the border with Khabarovsk. The area of protected
territory is 91,771 ha. Along the borders of the reserve a conservation zone was created in 2002
and 2003, which totals up to 15,390 ha within the Jewish Autonomous Region and 11,160 ha
in the Khabarovsky Region.
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Fig. 3. Lowland territories of Bastak reserve

The main characteristic of the reserve’s location is its position on the eastern edge of
Bureinsky mountain ridge and in the north-western part of Sredneamurskaya lowland (Sanjiang
Plain) (ﬁg. 3).
Due to this fact, there is a variety of plant communities. Moreover, reserve status allows
protecting the entire basin of the Bastak River. The most valuable objects of protection include
pine-broadleaved forests near the northern border, rare bird species, such as Far Eastern crane,
hooded crane, and others. Cluster plot Zabelovsky was created by the Government Order in
2011 (ﬁg. 4).
The cluster territory covers the south of the Russian Far East and the eastern part of
the Jewish Autonomous Region (the Smidovichsky district). Protected area is limited to the
ﬂoodplain of the middle current of the Amur River (Heilong Jiang), and is located in the
eastern part of Sredneamurskaya lowland (Sanjiang Plain) (ﬁg. 5).
The cluster runs 14 km in the latitudinal direction, and 41 km in longitude. The total
length of Zabelovsky border is 104 km, including 41 km on the left bank of the Amur River
8
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Fig. 4. Map of the Zabelovsky cluster

(Heilong Jiang). The area of the cluster amounts to 35,323.5 ha, including forest covered
lands – 6,911.8 ha, wetlands – 5,611.4 ha, meadows – 19,185.8 ha, the water areas (excluding
the part of Amur River) – 3,098.5 ha, anthropogenous lands – 493.1 ha, and sands – 22.9 ha.
The territory is limited to an average altitude of 43 m above the sea level. The plain’s height
varies from 48 m in the northern part up to 37 m at the eastern border on the banks of the Amur
River. The end points of Zabelovsky cluster area have the following coordinates: the most
northerly point – 48º 30' N, 134º 20' E; the most southerly point – 48º 18' N, 133º 58' E; the
most easterly point – 48º 25' N, 134º 30' E, and the most westerly point – 48º 23' N, 133º 57' E.
The total area of the reserve is 127,094.5 ha, including 72,662.0 ha in Obluchensky
district, 35,323.5 ha in Smidovichsky district and 19,109.0 ha in Birobidzhan. The area of the
conservation zone totals up to 26,650 ha.
The territory of the cluster is located on a major East Asian ﬂyway, located in the eastern
part of the Amur River basin. On the territory of the cluster 213 species of birds were observed,
representing approximately 65% of the avifauna of our region. During spring and summerautumn season species of the Arctic steppes and other natural zones can be observed. Breeding
and molting of the large number of water birds are carried out on this territory (ﬁg. 6).
In spring and autumn big waterbird ﬂocks use the cluster’s territory as a key staging
point (to feed and rest) on their long-distance migrations. Rare bird species can be observed
during migration period, such as: red-crowned crane (Grus japonensis (Muller, 1776)), far
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Fig. 5. Zabelovsky cluster of the Bastak reserve

Fig. 6. Krestovaya Flow in Zabelovsky Claster Area.
Habitat of aquatic and semi-aquatic bird species
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eastern curlew (Numenius madagascariensis (Linnaeus, 1766)), oriental white stork (Ciconia
boyciana (Swinhoe, 1873)), hooded crane (Grus monacha (Temminck, 1835)), black stork
(Ciconia nigra (Linnaeus, 1758)), golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos (Linnaeus, 1758)), etc.
Flora of higher and lower plants of the Bastak Reserve includes 1,883 species, including
750 species of fungi. There are 89 species of plants and fungi included in the Red Book of the
Jewish Autonomous Region. Among them there are Korean pine (Pinus koraiensis Siebold
et Zucc.), Komarov’s lotus (Nelumbo komarovii Grossh.), peony (Paeonia), wolfsbane
(Cypripedium) and other rare species (ﬁg. 7).
Fauna of the Bastak Nature Reserve is represented by 2,296 recorded animal species,
where there are 1,908 species of invertebrates and 392 species of vertebrates (mammals – 53
species, birds – 270, reptiles – 4, amphibians – 7, ﬁshes – 57, cephalaspidomorphi – 1). Among
them there are 60 species listed in the Red Book of the Jewish Autonomous Region. Rare species

Fig. 7. Komarov lotus (Nelumbo komarovii Grossh.) in Zabelovsky cluster
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include such species as Chinese perch (Siniperca chuatsi (Basilewsky, 1855)), Amur softshell
turtle (Pelodiscus maackii (Brandt, 1857), white-tailed eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla (Linnaeus,
1758)), mandarin duck (Aix galericulata (Linnaeus, 1758)), the Amur tiger (Panthera tigris
altaica (Temminck, 1844)) and others (ﬁg. 8). Since 2007 the reserve became a home to Amur
tiger male, and in 2013 a tigress was also moved there. Food supply allows these animals to
live in the reserve.
Relief. The territory of reserve is notable for varied relief. Its forming is caused by the
combination of two tectonic structures: ancient crystallized Bureya mountain-massif and
Sikhote-Alinskiy folded system. As a result, the territory of the reserve is divided into two
approximately equal parts: mountain and plain.
Mountains occupy north-western part of the reserve; they represent south-eastern spurs
of vast Khingano-Bureya mountain system. According to its height, genesis, and structure
they relate to fold-block low and moderate mountains with the intrusion of magmatic stratum.
Mountain ridges are stretched along the meridian which is common with the mountain systems
of the Far East and can be explained by their universal formation. The Bureya Ridge is divided
into the number of mountain-masses of which Bydyr mountain-mass is located on the territory
of the reserve. Middle mountainous relief with the predominance of more than 800 m heights
is extended in the most northern part of reserve. The highest mountains are Bydyr (1207 m),
Tukolaly (1103 m), and Balyabinskaya (893 m). Well-deﬁned watersheds, steep slopes and
deep river valleys with ﬂat bottoms are typical for this relief (ﬁg. 9).
To the south the mountainous relief lowers up to 400–500 m and lower. The main low
mountainous tops of the reserve are Kamenushka (668 m), Skalistaya (636 m), Kruglaya
( 451 m), Osinovaya (413 m), and Dubovaya (210 m). This part has the features of hilled
country with indistinct watersheds, little rise of plains and rounded tops above wide valleys.

Fig. 8. Amur Tiger. Zavetny (male) – on the left,
Zolushka (female) with cubs – on the right
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Fig. 9. Bydyr mountain

In the central part of the reserve mountainous relief changes gradually to the ﬂat surface
of the Sredneamurskaya lowland. It has alluvial origin and consists of clays, loams, sands
and pebble deposits. The height of valley changes from 200 m at the foot of mountains to 70–
80 m at the south-eastern border of the reserve. Low-lying relief is complicated by numerous
forested accumulative ridges and lowlands stretched along the ancient river banks (ﬁg. 10).
Climate. According to the B.P. Alisov's climatic division, the reserve is included into
Middle Amur Province of monsoon climatic area. The north of the reserve (Mt. Bydyr and
its vicinities) is a part of Bolon climatic district, and other part belongs to the Lesser Khingan
climatic district. Climate of the reserve is ultracontinental with distinct monsoon processes.
Air ﬂows bring the East Asian and South East Asian monsoons in warm seasons and the
continental air masses from the Central Asia and Eastern Siberia towards the Paciﬁc Ocean in
cold seasons.
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Fig. 10. Lowland Sredneamurskaya

The abundant rains in summer and small overcast in winter is closely connected with
main directions of winds in different seasons, but, at the same time, a great distance from the
ocean (about 500–600 km) as well as the structure of the relief determine the climate and make
some diverse features.
The winter weather in the reserve has high atmospheric pressure, which is inﬂuenced by
the Asian anticyclone. The north-western and northern winds predominate. They bring cold
and dry air from the deep continental areas, deﬁning cold and low snow winter with clear and
almost cloudless weather.
In summer the precipitations are 70–85% from mid-annual amounts, which ﬂuctuate
within 670–750 mm a year. Up to 1100–1200 mm of precipitation per year are in the most
humidiﬁed areas of the Trek, Kirga, Bastak, and Bydyr Rivers' sources. The absolute air
humidity is maximal in the second half of summer, and the minimal in winter.
The relief signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the climate. Especially, it is expressed in the character
of precipitations allocation, in the phenomena of altitude zoning of vegetation, and temperature
inversion, in the level of solar radiation, as well as in the direction of the air masses moving.
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The temperature changes by 0,6–0,9º C per
every 100 m increase in elevation since
600–700 m on slopes and tops of mountains.
The mid-annual air temperature is –1,5º C
(on the northern border of the reserve), and
0º C (on its southern border).
July is the warmest month of the year
where monthly average temperature is
+20º C in the southern part of the reserve.
It is necessary to note that the average
temperature of July in the upper mountain
belt of the reserve is not higher than +18º C.
The absolute maximum is +40º C. The
coldest month of the year is January, with
monthly average temperature –23º C (in
mountains –28º C). The absolute minimum
achieves –50º C in narrow valleys of
upland areas of the reserve, where the very
cold and over-frost weather can occur in the

Fig. 11. Winter in the reserve. Larch forest

winter mornings.
Early autumn frosts are observed in the third ten-day period of September; late spring
frosts occurred in the second ten-day period of May. Late spring is caused by two main factors:
inﬂuence of cold Arctic air masses and relative closeness of cold Sea of Okhotsk, which are
rendering the inﬂuence on Middle Amur lowland.
The frost-free period (over +10º C) continues up to 120–135 days on the average. The
duration of a growing season (warmer than 0º C) depends on the elevation above sea level, and
lasts up to 190–200 days with summarized temperature 2000–2500º C (ﬁg. 11).
Winter starts in the ﬁrst ten-day period of November, when the average daily temperatures
below 0ºC are established. Closer to winter fast temperature drop is observed. The snow keeps
on the ground about 125–170 days. The snow height reaches up to 40–50 cm. Low temperature
in winter and low snow level promote the deep soil freeze (reaching 150–200 cm) that detains
plant vegetation, and due to the late ground thawing in lowlands results to the bogging.
As a whole, the climatic conditions are quite congenial for abundant ﬂoral composition
of arboreal and herbaceous vegetation.
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Hydrographic status. Hydrographic network is much ramiﬁed. All rivers of the reserve
are included in the Amur River basin, namely two inﬂows of Amur of the ﬁrst order (Bira and
Tunguska Rivers). The mountain rivers are predominant in the reserve, except the ones of the
southeast part of the reserve.
Most streams (rivers and brooks) have the length less than 10 km each. There are few
lakes with the water surface up to 1 km2. The river net is well developed in the mountain part
and less in the plain part of the reserve. In mountains the river net density is considerable,
every square kilometer of land surface has 0,7-0,8 km of river net. The biggest rivers are
the Bastak (the length within the reserve is 63 km), In (64 km), Greater Sorennak (43 km),
Glinyanka (35 km), Kirga (31 km), and Ikura (26 km) (ﬁg. 12).
Big rivers ﬂow mainly from the north-west to the south-east and from the north to the
south, and thus cross both mountain and plain parts of the reserve. The character of the upper
ﬂow of the most rivers is typically mountainous with irregular discharge and high coefﬁcient

Fig. 12. Bastak river
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of outﬂow. The rivers’ upper parts have narrow stony valleys; their beds are often stepped with
a lot of rapids. The characters of rivers are changed in their middle ﬂows, the speed decrease,
rapids disappear. In their lower ﬂows the rivers become calm, very meandering, and slow.
The spring ﬂood is not expressed. The main causes of inundation are monsoon rains. At
the time of monsoons water runs over the slopes overﬁlling rivers beds, submerging the plain.
Flat parts are ﬂooded for a long time or are in the condition of over wet, which causes their
bogging. The lakes are located exclusively on plain (exogenic origin). The forming of ﬂoodplain lakes is connected with erosion-accumulation activity of rivers, and spring ice drift. In
the Zabelovsky cluster there is one of the largest lakes in the Middle Amur region connected
to Amur River by channel (ﬁg. 13).
The perennial frozen grounds are distributed everywhere on bogged plains of the Bastak,
Greater Sorennak and Glinyanka River basins.

Fig. 13. Zabelovsky lake
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Vegetation. According to the geobotanic zoning of the Far East, the terrain of the reserve
is included into the Lesser Khingan mountain district of cedar pine-broad-leaved with spruce
and cedar pine-spruce forests, which is the part of the Manchurian continental province of
cedar pine-broad-leaved and oak forests of Far Eastern coniferous-broad-leaved area, which
change to the outlying districts of the Middle Amur plain with oak and parvifoliate (birch and
aspen) forests with larch, reed grass meadows and sedgy low moors.
As detailed elaboration of Lesser Khingan district was made by G.E. Kurentsova on
the territory of Jewish Autonomous Region, the terrain of the reserve is referred to SutaraPompeevskiy area of broad-leaved-spruce-pine forests and their derivatives and to the In-Bira
lowland area of bogged larch light forests in a combination with wetlands, moors and wet reed
grass-sedgy meadows (ﬁg. 14).
The basic types of vegetation in the reserve are forests in the northwestern part and
meadows in the southeast. The green moss ﬁr-groves with stone birch (Betula lanata (Regel)
V. Vassil.) and Siberian juniper (Juniperus sibirica Burgsd.) prevail at the north border of the
reserve on the highest slopes. The most valuable formation is pine-broadleaf forests which
grow at the mid-altitudes of mountains (ﬁg. 15).

Fig. 14. Dark coniferous forest
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Fig. 16. White-birch-larch forest with Rhododendron dauricum L.

Oakeries, larch forests, birch forests, and lime-tree forests are distributed in the southern
and western parts of the territory. The plain part can be described as the complex of wetlands
covered by sedges and various types of grass (sedge and moss bogs with tussocks, sometimes
with sparse larch forests or bushes) (ﬁg. 16).
The establishment of the Bastak Nature Reserve had a signiﬁcant positive effect on
the conservation and restoration of plant and animal communities of the Jewish autonomous
region. It is a strictly protected territory which excluded from economic activity, and has a
great importance for the conservation of biological and landscape diversity, the restoration and
maintenance of renewable biological resources in the surrounding areas, providing a favorable
environment both at regional and national levels.
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THE HONGHE NATIONAL NATURE RESERVE
The Honghe National Nature Reserve (HNNR) is located in the Sanjiang Plain
(Sredneamurskaya lowland) of northeastern Heilongjiang Province. The geographic location
is 133o 34' 38'' to 133o 46' 29'' east and 47o 42' 18'' to 47o 52' 00'' north. The total area of
HNNR is 21,836 ha. The conservation focus is aquatic, wetland and terrestrial fauna and their
habitats. Total area of cropland in HNNR exceeds 730 ha. Main crops are soya beans and corn.
Croplands are located in the experimental and buffer zones. There are no croplands in the core
zone (ﬁg. 17).

Fig. 17. Satellite remote sensing image of Honghe National Nature Reserve
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Honghe National Nature Reserve History. The reserve was ﬁrst found in 1980 to
protect the conﬂuence of the Wolülan and Nong Jiang Rivers as the site represented the type
of wetland found on the eastern Sanjiang Plain (Sredneamurskaya lowland) in its pristine
condition. A team of specialists from Heilongjiang Academy of Sciences (HAS) began a 3-year
investigation of the site in 1981. Application request was made for reserve establishment in
1983. In early 1984 Honghe Nature Reserve was established under the administration of
Tong Jiang Municipality Environment Bureau. The initial reserve area was 150 km2. Reserve
planning and design was carried out by the Heilongjiang Agricultural Reclamation Survey,
Design and Research Institute (HARSDRI). Management authority was assumed by Tong
Jiang Municipality Environment Bureau whose role was to control hunting and wildﬁre.
On November 1, 1984 the reserve was administratively changed from farm to provincial
level. Operating funds were provided by Heilongjiang Environmental Protection Bureau
(HEPB). Tongjiang City Environmental Protection Bureau was responsible for managing the
reserve from 1985 through 1989. The formal document establishing the Honghe Nature Reserve
Administration was published in March 1989 with Tongjiang City as the lead administrator of
the reserve. The new nature reserve was planned to employ 20 staff. The reserve was initially
partially funded by HEPB with the provision that the reserve would need to generate any
required balance of operation funds.
In 1991 personnel management responsibility was transferred to the Jiansanjiang SubBureau of the provincial State Farm Administration, which also controls the land on which
HNNR is located. Other management responsibilities were assumed by HEPB and the
Environmental Protection Administration of the State Farm General Bureau.
In 1993 Honghe Nature Reserve was administratively leveled up to a provincial grade
reserve and its boundary was extended. Management authority remained with JFSB.
In November 1996 Honghe was promoted to national level with approval of the State
Council, and the name was changed to Honghe National Nature Reserve.
On 11 January 2002 HNNR was recognized by the Ramsar Convention Bureau as a
wetland of international importance, and was designated a Ramsar site, one of 14 new sites to be
added to China’s list in 2002, and one of 21 Ramsar sites in China. HEPB received management
authorization from the national, provincial, and general state farm administrations. The total
investment has been over RMB¥3,000,000 to establish the reserve. This included construction
of a 390 m2 administration building, a 860 m2 scientiﬁc research building, a 310 m2 inspection
station, a 30 m tall conservation watch tower, and landscaping for the three buildings (ﬁg. 18).
Research and Monitoring. Biodiversity research has been undertaken at HNNR
since 1981, when the ﬁrst ﬁeld investigations were undertaken by HAS as a basis for initial
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Fig. 18. 30 m tall conservation watch tower

establishment of the nature reserve. The early surveys published preliminary species lists. That
information has been supplemented over the intervening 21 years by HNNR personnel and
visitors, and was updated in summer 2002 by visiting scientists.
Species of many ﬂora and fauna groups recorded in HNNR are listed in the HNNR Master
Plan (HNNR 1997). Survey, monitoring and research are developing at HNNR (ﬁg. 19). These
are important tasks to begin development of an information system to support management
planning. Training biodiversity research was provided in summer 2002. Any scientiﬁc
research is currently carried out using binoculars, spotting scopes, global positioning system
(GPS) receivers, and ﬁeld notebooks. Surveys have covered parts of the nature reserve. Some
prospective expansion areas outside the reserve were examined in summer 2002.
Physical Features. Topography. HNNR ranges in elevation from 48 to 54.5 m. The
landscape is ﬂat and declines on a slope of 1:3000 from south to north. The Nong Jiang bounds
HNNR on the north, and the Wolülan River ﬂows south to north near the center of the reserve
to its conﬂuence on the north boundary with the Nong Jiang (ﬁg. 20).
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Fig. 19. Wetland plank monitoring road

Climate. Climate data are recorded at Honghe Farm, some 25 km southwest of HNNR.
The following summary of climate is taken from HNNR (2002). Average annual temperature
is 1.9o C. The average temperature in the coldest month is –23.4o C and in the warmest month
is 22.4o C. The coldest recorded temperature to date is –39.1o C and the warmest is 40o C.
Sunshine per year averages 2,356 hours. Rainfall averages 585 mm per year, with 50–70%
falling during the period from July to September. Maximum recorded daily rainfall is 75 mm.
Annual evapotranspiration is 1,166 mm. Average annual wind speed is rated 4 on a scale of
12 (maximum). Maximum recorded wind speed is 24 m/s. The annual ice period lasts seven
months, and there is no permafrost. The depth of frost ranges from 80–160 mm, with the
deepest frost being at 2.2 m. First frost occurs annually from 20–30 September, and spring
thaw occurs from 10–20 May. The no-frost period lasts from 114 to 150 days and averages
131 days annually. Annual precipitation as recorded at Jiansanjiang meteorology station is
shown for the period 1991–2001. Average annual precipitation for the 40-year period 1958–
1997 at Jiansanjiang was 545.4 mm.
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Fig. 20. Wetlands in the valley of the Wolülan River

Geology and Soils. Soils are mainly wet, black clays in the Sanjiang Plain
(Sredneamurskaya lowland). The peat mires in the Sanjiang developed from the rich supply
of organic matter to the lowland wetlands. Sanjiang Plain peat reserves are commercially
exploited by Heilongjiang H&M Peat, Inc. based in Jiamusi, which exports its product for
use in horticulture. The Sanjiang Plain supports the only black-soil region in China, one of
three such regions in the world. The other two are located in the Mississippi valley of North
America and the Ukraine. Black-soil is characterized by high concentrations of organic matter
and nutrients that lead to high ecological and agricultural productivity. The Sanjiang Plain peat
bogs and swamps date from the early Tertiary, some 100 million years ago.
Hydrology. The Nong Jiang Catchment. HNNR is located within the Nong Jiang catchment,
a sub-catchment of the Heilong Jiang (Amur) catchment, which covers some 1.84 million km2,
an area more than four times the size of Heilongjiang Province. The total length of the Heilong
Jiang (Amur) is 4,400 km. It is one of the largest un-dammed rivers in the world, and most of
its catchment area lies in Russia, where it is called the Amur (Heilong Jiang).
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The Nong Jiang is a small right-bank tributary of the Heilong Jiang. The Nong Jiang
drains some 2,630 km2 from its upper reaches at 59.5 m elevation to its conﬂuence with the
Heilong Jiang at 38 m elevation. The catchment lies entirely within Heilongjiang Province,
and covers slightly more that 0.5% of the total provincial area of 454,800 km2. The Nong Jiang
covers some 0.14% of the Heilong Jiang catchment. The Nong Jiang measures 139 km in total
length. The average gradient is 0.015%. The Nong Jiang ﬂows from west to east along the north
boundary of HNNR. At 218.4 km2 HNNR accounts for 8.3% of the Nong Jiang catchment
(2,630 km2), and some 0.2% of the total area of the Sanjiang Plain (108,900 km2). The northern
boundary of HNNR is approximately deﬁned by the bed of the Nong Jiang, but the southern
boundary does not extend to the southern limit of the catchment. Thus HNNR does not cover
any portion of the Nong Jiang catchment from the rim to the bottom of the basin.
The Nong Jiang is not dammed, but ﬂows were diverted via a drainage channel
constructed at the westernmost point of HNNR. The channel drains northward to discharge
into the Heilong Jiang upstream of Tong Jiang City. The purpose of the channel was to drain
wetlands in the Nong Jiang lowlands for agricultural development.To a large extent this
objective was achieved. However, local farmers reported water up to 1 m deep in 1991 on
farms near the downstream or northeast boundary of HNNR. Such ﬂooding is now uncommon
in the catchment downstream of the diversion, but was probably common prior to excavation
of the drainage channel. HNNR includes all of only one small water catchment, that of the
Wolülan River, which extends upstream from its conﬂuence with the Nong Jiang some 8 km.
The surface area of the Wolülan River catchment is approximately 19 km2, or <1% of the total
Nong Jiang catchment area, and 9% of the area of HNNR.
Hydrology Within HNNR. When HNNR was ﬁrst established in 1980 there were no
drainage channels in or within several km of the reserve. Even as late as 1985 the Nong Jiang
and Yalu River catchments remained unaffected by construction of drainage channels. However,
in 1994 construction of at least eight drainage channels was underway in the experimental
and buffer zones of HNNR.The main drainage channel that marks some 60% of the reserve
boundary was completed in 2000. It drains wetlands outside the reserve and blocks surface
ﬂows from entering the reserve. Along the west boundary and part of the south boundary of the
reserve the perimeter channel is paralleled by an adjacent channel inside the reserve that drains
wetlands in the reserve to the outer channel. All of these channels have been maintained, but
none has been restored since construction.
The objective of constructing these drainage channels was to drain wetlands for conversion
to farmland. This conﬂicted with the objective of wetland and biodiversity conservation from
two perspectives. First, it drained natural wetlands. Second, it enabled conversion of wetlands
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to farmlands on the driest of the drained areas.
Hydrological Processes. The key feature of HNNR hydrology is that the natural
hydrological processes that characterised the area prior to 1985 have been altered by drainage
of the wetlands in and out of the reserve for farming. The drainage channel that marks some
60% of the HNNR boundary hydrologically isolates the reserve from surrounding catchments,
particularly the upland areas to the south that would otherwise drain to Wolülan River, and then
to the Nong Jiang. The bunds of the drainage channel prevent surface ﬂows from entering the
reserve. Small drainage channels inside the reserve carry water away from HNNR wetlands to
the perimeter channel and then northward to the Heilong Jiang or southeastward to the Wusuli
River.
Sediment-laden runoff from farmlands outside the reserve (mainly to the south) no longer
beneﬁts from passing through the wetlands in the reserve. Rather, ﬂows are diverted through
drainage channels around the reserve and then to the Heilong Jiang and Wusuli Rivers, where
they contaminate waters there. This has important implications for Heilong Jiang ﬁsheries,
which have declined in value in recent decades.
Along the north boundary of HNNR there is no identiﬁable natural Nong Jiang river
bed. In that reach the river is characterized by sheet ﬂow through marsh vegetation. Prior to
development of the main HNNR road (Erfu Road) in the early 1980s and the land drainage
system in the early 1990s the wetlands at HNNR were ﬂooded annually to an elevation of
approximately 52 m from July through November (HARSDRI, unpubl. data, 2002). This
previous annual ﬂooding, waterlogging, and slow sheet ﬂow of the Nong Jiang through the
wetlands characterized the site and probably accounted for the high conservation value ascribed
to it by national specialists (Ni Hongwei & Li Jun 1999, HEPB 1998).
There is little hydrologic connection between surface and ground waters at HNNR due
to the impermeable nature of the soils. Thus, HNNR wetlands may contribute little to ground
water supplies. The total area of the nature reserve (except the 730 ha of farmlands) does,
however, contribute to maintenance of surface water supply to the Nong Jiang downstream of
the reserve. This is an important function because the western portion of Sanjiang National
Nature Reserve (SNNR) receives its surface water supply in part from the Nong Jiang (ﬁg. 21).
The Nong Jiang is the main catchment in which HNNR could contribute to sediment
or erosion control. However, diversion of the Nong Jiang to the Heilong Jiang upstream of
HNNR limited the potential for sedimentation or erosion control in HNNR wetlands.
There are few residences and no industrial plants in the catchments of local streams or
rivers. The most serious local threat to water quality other than sedimentation is pollution by
agricultural chemicals (fertilizers and pesticides). All of the Nong Jiang catchment upstream of
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Fig. 21. Wetlands in the valley of the Nong Jiang River

HNNR has been developed for agriculture, thus all runoff toward HNNR carries agricultural
chemicals. In the buffer and experimental zones there are some 730 ha of agriculture on which
chemicals are applied. This contributes to chemical concentrations in HNNR surface waters
that have yet to be measured.
Nutrient concentration levels in surface waters in HNNR have been measured. Levels of
BOD5, total nitrogen and total phosphorous are higher in buffer and experimental zones (where
there is farming) than in the core zone where there is no farming. This indicates that HNNR
buffer and experimental zone wetlands are now receiving more nutrients from farm runoff than
can be naturally absorbed.
Hydrology Monitoring. Beginning in 1995 HNNR cooperated with the Heilongjiang
Land Resources Department Haerbin Hydrology Section to search and monitor surface and
ground water in the reserve. In 1995 three sampling points were established.In 2012 three
additional sampling points were designated, bringing the total to six sampling points. The three
original points are sampled ﬁve times per month (at 6-day intervals) and the three new points
are sampled six times per month in 2012 (at 5-day intervals) except during winter when the
surface water is frozen. Data are compiled at Jiamusi and HNNR. Reports are prepared and
archived in Haerbin.
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Fauna. HNNR supports 290 species of vertebrates comprised of 34 species of mammals,
221 birds, 1 reptiles, 6 amphibians, and 28 bony ﬁshes. Of these 16 species are considered
globally threatened, and nine globally near threatened. Commercial trade in 47 species is
regulated by the Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES),
41 species are listed in the Chinese Red Data Book, and 56 are legally protected in China.
Mammals. 34 mammal species have been recorded in HNNR. Two species are considered
globally threatened, one is near threatened, 8 are listed in the Chinese Red Data Book, 6 are
listed in the appendices of CITES, and 8 are nationally protected in China.
The most commonly seen species is Siberian Chipmunk Tamias sibiricus, Siberian Roe
Deer (Capreolus pygargus) (ﬁg. 22), Siberian Weasel (Mustela siberica), Red Squirrel Sciurus
vulgaris, Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes), Raccoon Dog (Nyctereutes procyonoides) and Mountain
Hare (Lepus timidus) are also regularly seen in HNNR.
Birds. 221 bird species have been recorded in HNNR. Among them 14 are considered
globally threatened, 7 near threatened, 29 are listed in the Chinese Red Data Book, 41 are
listed in the appendices of CITES, and 48 are nationally protected. Some of these species occur
at HNNR as very rare migrants or vagrants only.

Fig. 22. Siberian Roe Deer (Capreolus pygargus)
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38 bird species occurring
at HNNR are covered by
the Agreement between the
Government of Australia and
the Government of the People's
Republic of China for the
Protection of Migratory Birds
and their Environment. This
agreement covers bird species
which migrate between China
and Australia, and focuses
Fig. 23. Oriental White Stork (Ciconia boyciana)
mainly on the exchange of
data and publications, and joint
research programs regarding migratory birds; the conservation of migratory birds, especially
those species in danger of extinction; the

establishment of sanctuaries and other
facilities for the management and protection
of migratory birds; and measures to preserve
and enhance the environment of migratory
birds.
A total of 16 globally threatened
vertebrate species have been recorded. One
is listed as Critically Endangered, four as
Endangered and 11 as Vulnerable. Nine
other species are considered globally near
threatened. 41 vertebrate species at HNNR
are listed in the Chinese Red Data Book and
56 of HNNR’s vertebrate species are legally
protected in China.
Three globally threatened bird species,
Oriental Stork Ciconia boyciana (ﬁg. 23),

Fig. 24. White-naped Crane (Grus vipio)
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White-naped Crane Grus vipio (ﬁg. 24) and
Red-crowned Crane Grus japonensis (ﬁg. 25)
have important populations (breeding and
during migration) at HNNR.
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The reserve regularly holds over 1%
of the global or biogeographical populations
of at least two of these species (Oriental
Stork and Red-crowned Crane). HNNR
supports up to 5% (breeding) and up to
11% (migration) of the global population
of Oriental Stork, thereby contributing to
maintenance of genetic diversity in the small
global population of this species.
HNNR supports a globally important
population of a bird sub-species with a very
restricted range, and which is endemic to
northeast China and adjacent Russia (Lake
Khanka), Menzbier’s Pipit Anthus [gustavi]
menzbieri.
Fig. 25. Red-crowned Crane
HNNR lies in the northeastern part
(Grus japonensis)
of the plain, and encompasses parts of the
ﬂoodplains of the Nong Jiang and Yalu He
rivers.HNNR is considered by national botanists and plant ecologists to typify the pristine

wetland condition in the northeast Sanjiang Plain, probably recalling what the «Great Northern
Wilderness (Bei Da Huang)» looked like before the 20th century when deforestation and
agricultural development began.
The reserve supports some 600–700 species of higher plants and 299 vertebrate species.
HNNR is of critical national and global importance for the protection of wildlife.
HNNR is located in the Sanjiang Plain of Heilongjiang Province. Russia lies 68 km
eastward across the Wusuli River and 34 km northward across the Heilong Jiang. HNNR
straddles the administrative boundary between Tong Jiang City (±60%) and Fuyuan County
(±40%).
HNNR boundary. The current boundary of HNNR is shown on the map. Most of the
HNNR boundary is not demarcated. However, some 60% of it is identiﬁable as the drainage
channel surrounding some of the west boundary, all of the south boundary, and the entire east
boundary. The boundary rises some 20–30 m above the surrounding topography and is clearly
visible from the nearby farmlands outside the reserve.
HNNR land area is divided into core, buffer, and experimental zones (tabl.).
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Table
Core Zone

Buffer Zone

Experimental Zone

Total HNNR

area (ha)

percent

area (ha)

percent

area (ha)

percent

area (ha)

7,000

32

12,836

59

2,000

9

21,836

Fauna Survey and Monitoring. Current studies and monitoring programs include bird
ringing during spring and autumn migrations, nest occupancy and productivity monitoring of
Oriental Storks, location plotting and observation of crane nests.
Bird Ringing. Bird ringing is carried out twice per year using standard methodologies.
Mist-nets are used to capture birds that are identiﬁed to species, ringed using aluminum legrings, and released. Standard bird body measurements are recorded. HNNR is a bird ringing
station of the National Bird Banding Center (NBBC) in Beijing. Every two years NBBC
convenes a symposium on bird ringing at which HNNR is represented. More than 400 Oriental
Stork chicks are also ringed prior to ﬂedging and 29 Oriental Stork chicks wore a tracker
during 2015 or 2016 (ﬁg. 26).
Oriental Stork Monitoring. Oriental Stork nesting productivity is monitored annually.
Numbers of occupied nests, numbers of chicks hatched and numbers of chicks ﬂedged are
counted and recorded (ﬁg. 27).
Amphibians and Reptiles. Six amphibian and one reptile species have been recorded
in HNNR.The Japanese Treefrog Hyla japonica (often regarded as being conspeciﬁc with
H. arborea) is listed as near threatened. Three amphibian and one reptile species are listed in
the Chinese Red Data Book.
None of the species receives
legal protection in China and
none is listed in the appendices
of CITES (2000).
Fishes.
documented a total of 105
species of ﬁsh in Heilongjiang
Province. It lists 84 species of
ﬁsh for the Sanjiang Plain and

Fig. 26. Small birds of the Oriental White Stork
with Satellite trackers (Ciconia boyciana)
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3 species of ﬁsh in HNNR.
The HNNR species Silurus
soldatovi is classiﬁed as
Vulnerable in China. No other
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Fig. 27. Artiﬁcial nest of the Oriental White Stork (Ciconia boyciana).
Small birds of the Oriental White Stork (Ciconia boyciana)

HNNR ﬁsh is considered threatened or are protected nationally or internationally.
Flora Survey and Monitoring. There are some current projects for ﬂora research or
monitoring at HNNR carried out by Heilongjiang Academy of Sciences (ﬁg. 28).

Fig. 28. Willow herb (Chamaenerion angustifolium) in Honghe
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CLASS: CEPHALASPIDOMORPHI (PETROMIZONTES) –
МИНОГИ –头甲鱼纲 – CEPHALASPIDOMORPHS
The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Order: Petromyzoniformes – Миногообразные –七鳃鳗目– Lampreys
Family: Petromyzontidae – Миноговые –七鳃鳗科– Northern lampreys
Lampetra reissneri (Dybowski,
1869), дальневосточная
ручьевая минога,
沙七鰓鰻(遠東七鰓鰻),
FAR EASTERN BROOK
LAMPREY

Rare migratory species; the
lamprey is found in the Bastak
river at the main plot of the
reserve.

CLASS: OSTEICHTHYES – КОСТНЫЕ РЫБЫ – 硬骨鱼纲 – BONY FISHES
The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Order: Acipenseriformes – Осетрообразные – 鲟目 – Acipenseriformes
Family: Acipenseridae – Осетровые –鲟科 – Sturgeons
Acipenser schrenckii (Brandt,
1869),
амурский осётр,
史氏鲟,
JAPANESE STURGEON

Rare
species,
that
is
occasionally found in the lower
reaches of Krestovaya creek,
Zabelovsky cluster.

Order: Esociformes – Щукообразные – 狗鱼目 – Esociformes
Family: Esocidae – Щуковые – 狗鱼科 – Pikes
Esox reichertii (Dybowski,
1869),
амурская щука,
黑斑狗鱼,
AMUR PIKE

Common migratory species in Common species ﬁsh in
the reserve. As a rule, it comes Nongjiang river of the reserve.
in spring-time for spawning
and feeding into the rivers In,
Glinyanka, Zabelovka, the
brooks and lakes in Zabelovsky
cluster and in the main plot of
the reserve.

Order: Salmoniformes – Лососеобразные –鲑形目 – Salmoniformes
Family: Coregonidae – Сиговые – 白鲑科 – Freshwater whiteﬁshes
Coregonus ussuriensis (Berg,
1906),
cиг уссурийский (амурский),
乌苏里白鲑,
AMUR WHITEFISH, USSURI
WHITEFISH
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Rare migratory species in
Zabelovsky cluster, single
individuals are found in the
lower reaches of Krestovaya
creek and in Zabelovskoye
lake.

CLASS: OSTEICHTHYES – КОСТНЫЕ РЫБЫ – 硬骨鱼纲 – BONY FISHES

The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Family: Salmonidae – Лосососевые – 鲑科 – Salmonids
Oncorhynchus keta (Walbaum,
1792),
кета,
大麻哈鱼,
KETA SALMON, CHUM
SALMON, DOG SALMON

Uncommon species at the main
plot of the reserve; it comes for
spawning into the Bastak river.
Rare species in Zabelovsky
cluster, single individuals are
found in the lower reaches
of Krestovaya creek and in
Zabelovskoye lake.

Hucho taimen (Pallas, 1773),
обыкновенный таймень,
哲罗鱼,
TAIMEN, SIBERIAN
SALMON

Rare migratory species at
the main plot of the reserve.
Juveniles were found at summer
season in the up-stream of the
In river.

Brachymystax tumensis (Mori,
1930),
ленок тупорылый,
秦岭细鳞鱼,
LENOK, BLUNT-SNOUTED
LENOK

Common migratory species at
the main plot of the reserve. It
comes into the rivers Bastak,
Sorennak, Kirga, Ikura in spring
and returns for the wintering
into the Amur River in fall.

Family: Thymallidae – Хариусовые –茴鱼科– Graylings
Thymallus tugarinae (Knizhin,
Antonov, Safronov & Weiss,
2007),
хариус нижнеамурский,
黑龙江茴鱼,
AMUR GRAYLING

Common migratory species at
the main plot of the reserve. It
comes into the rivers Bastak,
Sorennak, Kirga, Ikura in spring
and returns for the wintering
into the Amur River in fall.

Order: Cypriniformes – Карпообразные – 鲤形目 – Cypriniformes
Family: Cyprinidae – Карповые – 鲤科 – Cyprinids
Leuciscus waleckii (Dybowski,
1869),
амурский язь (чебак),
图们雅罗鱼,
AMUR IDE

Common migratory species
in Zabelovsky cluster; it is
found also at the main plot of
the reserve in the rivers In,
Glinyanka, Bastak, Ikura, and
Kirga. It has never been met
in mountain up-streams of the
rivers.
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The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Ctenopharyngodon idella
(Valenciennes, 1844),
белый амур,
草鱼,
GRASS CARP (=WHITE
AMUR)

Common migratory species in
the reserve. It usually comes
for feeding in spring into the
Zabelovka river, and into the
brooks and lakes of Zabelovsky
cluster.

Common species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.

Rhynchocypris percnurus
mantschuricus (Berg, 1907),
маньчжурский озерный
гольян,
东北湖鱥,
LAKE MINNOW

Common species in the reserve.
It dominates in the shallow
lakes of the plain part of the
reserve.

Common species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.

Rhynchocypris czekanowskii
(Dibouwski, 1869),
гольян Чекановского,
伊氏鱥,
CHEKANOVSKI`S MINNOW

Rare migratory species in
Zabelovsky cluster, single
individuals are found in the
Krestovaya creek.

Rhynchocypris lagowskii
(Dibouwski, 1869),
гольян Лаговского,
拉氏鱥,
LAGOWSKI'S MINNOW,
AMUR MINNOW

Common migratory species in
the reserve. Abundant in the
rivers In, Glinyanka, Bastak,
Sorennak, Kirga and Ikura.

Rhynchocypris oxycephalus
(Sauvage, Dabry de Thiersant,
1874),
китайский гольян,
尖头鱥,
CHINESE MINNOW

Common migratory species in
the reserve. Abundant in the
rivers In, Glinyanka, Bastak,
Sorennak, Kirga, and Ikura.

Phoxinus phoxinus (Linnaeus,
1758),
речной гольян,
真鱥,
MINNOW, COMMON
MINNOW

Common migratory species in Common species in the
the reserve; it lives in mountain reserve. Usually lives in
and semi-mountain streams. Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers.
The species is found in the
rivers In, Bastak, and Kirga.

Pseudaspius leptocephalus
(Pallas, 1776),
амурский плоскоголовый
жерех,
拟赤梢鱼,
REDFIN, FLATHEAD ASP

Endemic species of the Amur
River basin. Rare species in
Zabelovsky cluster, single
individuals are found in the
lower reaches of Krestovaya
creek and in Zabelovskoye
lake.
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The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Gobio gobio cynocephalus
(Dibouwski, 1869),
амурский обыкновенный
пескарь,
犬首鮈,
SIBERIAN GUDGEON

Common migratory species in
the reserve; it is found in the
rivers In and Kirga.

Common species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers.

Hemibarbus maculatus
(Bleeker, 1871),
пёстрый конь,
花(鱼骨),
SPOTTED STEED, SPOTTED
BARBEL

Common migratory species in
Zabelovsky cluster. It is found
in the Zabelovka river, in the
creeks Krestovaya, Chyortova,
and Naidyonikha, in the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye,
and Liman.

Common species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.

Hemibarbus labeo (Pallas,
1776),
конь-губарь,
唇(鱼骨),
BARBEL STEED

Rare migratory species in
Zabelovsky cluster; single
individuals are found in the
lower reaches of Krestovaya
creek and in Zabelovskoye
lake.

Abbottina rivularis (Basilewcky,
1855),
речная абботина, амурский
лжепескарь,
黑斑狗鱼, 棒花鱼,
CHINESE FALSE GUDGEON,
AMUR FALSE GUDGEON

Rare migratory species in Common species in the
Zabelovsky cluster; in some reserve. Usually lives in
years it could be found in the Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers.
Krestovaya creek.

Gnathopogon strigatus (Regan,
1908), манчьжурский пескарь,
чебаковидный пескарь,
东北颌须鮈,
MANCHURIAN GUDGEON

Common migratory species in
Zabelovsky cluster. It is found
in the Zabelovka river, in the
creeks Krestovaya, Chyortova,
and Naidyonikha.

Pseudorasbora parva
(Temminck et Schlegel, 1846),
амурский чебачок,
麦穗鱼,
STONE MOROKO,
TOPMOUTH GUDGEON

Common migratory species
in the reserve. It is found
in the rivers Zabelovka and
Glinyanka, in the creeks
Krestovaya, Chyortova, and
Naidyonikha.

Common species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.

Saurogobio dabryi (Bleeker,
1871),
ящерный (длиннохвостый)
пескарь,
蛇鮈,
CHINESE LIZARD
GUDGEON

Common migratory species in
Zabelovsky cluster, periodically
found in the central part of the
lake Zabelovskoye.

Common species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.
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Squalidus chankaensis
(Dibouwski, 1872),
ханкинский (уссурийский)
пескарь,
乌苏里鮈,
KHANKA GUDGEON

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Common migratory species
in the reserve. It is found
in the rivers Zabelovka and
Glinyanka; in the creeks
Krestovaya, Chyortova, and
Naidyonikha.

Sarcocheilichthys
lacustris (Dybowski, 1872),
пескарь-лень,
东北鳈,
PESKAR’-LEN, SCARLET
CARP

Common species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.

Xenocypris macrolepis (Bleeker,
1871), (Xenocypris argentea)
амурский подустчернобрюшка,
大鱗鮰, 银鲴,
BLACKBELLY, YELLOW
TAIL, YELLOWFIN

Common migratory species in
the reserve. It is found in the
rivers In and Zabelovka; in the
creeks Krestovaya, Chyortova,
and Naidyonikha, in the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye,
and Liman.

Parabramis pekinensis
(Basilewcky, 1855),
белый амурский лещ,
鳊,
WHITE AMUR BREAM,
FRESHWATER BREAM

Common migratory species Common species in the
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is reserve. Usually lives in
found in the creeks Krestovaya, Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers.
Chyortova, and Naidyonikha,
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman.

Chanodichthys (Erythroculter)
erythropterus (Basilewcky,
1855),
верхогляд,
总统鱼,
SKYGAZER, PREDATORY
CARP, REDFIN CULTER

Common migratory species
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is
found in the creeks Krestovaya,
Chyortova, and Naidyonikha,
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman.

Chanodichthys (Erythroculter)
mongolicus (Basilewcky, 1855),
монгольский краснопёр,
蒙古紅鮊,
MONGOLIAN REDFIN

Common migratory species
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is
found in the creeks Krestovaya,
Chyortova, and Naidyonikha;
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman.
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Abundant species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.

CLASS: OSTEICHTHYES – КОСТНЫЕ РЫБЫ – 硬骨鱼纲 – BONY FISHES

The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Culter alburnus (Basilewcky,
1855) (Culter erythropterus),
уклей,
巴力, (红 鳍 鮊),
GRASS CARP, TOPMOUTH
CULTER

Common migratory species It’s a migratory species.
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is
found in the creeks Krestovaya,
Chyortova, and Naidyonikha;
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman.

Hemiculter leucisculus
(Basilewcky, 1855),
востробрюшка корейская,
餐条,
KOREAN SHARPBELLY,
COMMON SAWBELLY

Abundant migratory species
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is
found in the creeks Krestovaya,
Chyortova, and Naidyonikha;
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman.

Hemiculter lucidus (Dibouwski,
1872),
востробрюшка обыкновенная
(уссурийская),
兴凯䱗,
USSURI SHARPBELLY

Rare migratory species in
Zabelovsky cluster; single
individuals are found in the
lower reaches of Krestovaya
creek and in Zabelovskoye
lake.

Elopichthys bambusa
(Richardson, 1845),
желтощёк,
鱤,
KANYU, YELLOWCHEEK

Rare migratory species in Rare species in the reserve.
Zabelovsky cluster, found in the Usually lives in Nongjiang
creeks Krestovaya, Chyortova, river.
and Naidyonikha, in the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye,
and Liman.

Rhodeus sericeus (Pallas, 1776),
обыкновенный амурский
горчак,
黑龙江鰟鮍,
COMMON AMUR
BITTERLING

Common species in the reserve. Rare species in the reserve.
It is found in the rivers In, It’s just a literature record in
Glinyanka, and Mitrofanovka; Honghe.
in the creeks Krestovaya and
Chyortova.

Rhodeus amurensis (Vronsky,
1967),
амурский горчак,
彩色鰟鲏,
AMUR BITTERLING

Common migratory species
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is
found in the creeks Krestovaya
and Chyortova.

Acanthorhodeus asmussii
(Dybowski, 1872),
колючий горчак,
俄罗斯鰟鮍,
SPINY BITTERLING,
RUSSIAN BITTERLING

Common migratory species
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is
found in the Zabelovka river,
in the creeks Krestovaya,
Chyortova, and Naidyonikha,
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman.

Common species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.
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Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Carassius gibelio (Bloch,
1782),
карась серебряный,
銀鯽,
PRUSSIAN CARP, SILVER
PRUSSIAN CARP

Abundant migratory species
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It
inhabits the Zabelovka river, the
creeks Krestovaya, Chyortova,
Naidyonikha,
the
lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye,
and Liman. At the main plot
of the Reserve it is found in
swampy lakes, in the rivers In
and Glinyanka.

This species may be Lading
leangues has some problem.
We usually call the Silver
carp is Carassius auratus.
The Silver carp is abundant
migratory
species
in
Nongjiang and Wolvlan rivers
in Honghe.

Cyprinus carpio haemotopterus
(Temminck et Schlegel, 1846),
амурский сазан,
德国镜鲤(引进),
AMUR COMMON CARP

Common migratory species
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is
found in the Zabelovka river,
in the creeks Krestovaya,
Chyortova, and Naidyonikha,
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman. At
the main plot of the reserve it
is found in the rivers In and
Glinyanka.

Aristichthys nobilis
(Richardson, 1845),
пёстрый толстолобик,
大头鲢鳙,
BIGHEAD CARP

Rare migratory species in the Common species in the
Zabelovsky cluster. It is found reserve. Usually lives in
in the Liman lake.
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers.

Opsariichthys bidens (Gunther,
1873),
китайская трегубка,
馬口魚,
CHINESE HOOK SNOUT
CARP

Common migratory species Rare species in the reserve.
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is Usually lives in Nongjiang
found in the Zabelovka river, river.
in the creeks Krestovaya,
Chyortova, and Naidyonikha,
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman. At
the main plot of the reserve the
species is found in the rivers In
and Glinyanka.

Family: Cobitidae – Вьюновые – 鳅科 – True loaches
Misgurnus nikolskyi
(Интересова and др., 2010),
вьюн Никольского,
俄罗斯泥鳅,
NIKOLSKY’S
WEATHERFISH,
NIKOLSKY’S WEATHER
LOACH
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Common species in the reserve.
It inhabits mostly small
swampy lakes and river creeks.
Within the Zabelovsky cluster
the species is found in the
Zabelovka river and in shallow
lakes.

CLASS: OSTEICHTHYES – КОСТНЫЕ РЫБЫ – 硬骨鱼纲 – BONY FISHES

The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Misgurnus mohoity (Cantor,
1842), (Misgurnus bipartitus)
змеевидный вьюн,
黑龙江泥鰍, (北方泥鳅),
AMUR WEATHERFISH,
ORIENTAL WEATHER
LOACH, ORIENTAL
WEATHERFISH

The species was found in the Common species in the
creek Krestovaya and in the reserve. Usually lives in
Zabelovsky cluster.
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.

Cobitis melanoleuca (Nichols,
1925) (Cobitis granoci)
сибирская щиповка,
格氏黑白鳅 (北方花鳅),
SIBERIAN SPINY LOACH

Common species in the
reserve; it inhabits the rivers
In, Glinyanka, Zabelovka,
Kirga, Ikura, and the creeks
Krestovaya, Chyortova.

Common species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.

Cobitis lutheri (Rendahl, 1935),
щиповка Лютера,
黑龍江花鰍,
LUTHER'S SPINY LOACH

Common species in the
Zabelovsky cluster. At the main
plot of the reserve the species is
found in the Ikura river.

Abundant species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.

Family: Balitoridae – Балиторовые –爬鳅科 – Hillstream loaches
Barbatula toni (Dybowski,
1869),
сибирский голец,
后鳍巴鳅,
SIBERIAN STONE LOACH

Common
species
which
inhabits the rivers of mountain
and semi-mountain type. The
species was found in the river In
at the main plot of the reserve.

Lefua pleskei (Herzenstein,
1887),
восьмиусый голец Плеске,
史氏北鳅,
PLESKE’S EIGHTWHISKERED STONE
LOACH, PLESKE’S
EIGHTBARBEL LOACH

Rare migratory species in the
reserve; it was found in the
river In at the main plot of the
reserve.

Order: Siluriformes – Сомообразные –鲶形目– Catﬁshes
Family: Siluridae – Сомовые –鲶科 – Silurids
Silurus asotus (Linnaeus, 1758),
амурский сом,
鲶,
AMUR CATFISH, JAPANESE
COMMON CATFISH,
FAR EASTERN CATFISH,
CHINESE CATFISH

Common migratory species
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is
found in the Zabelovka river, in
the creeks Krestovaya, Chyortova, Naidyonikha, in the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye,
and Liman. At the main plot of
the reserve the species is found
in the rivers In and Glinyanka.

Abundant species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.
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Silurus soldatovi (Nikolsky et
Soin, 1948),
сом Солдатова,
怀头鲶,
SOLDATOV'S CATFISH,
NORTHERN SHEATFISH

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Rare migratory species in Common species in the
the reserve; it inhabits the reserve. Usually lives in
Zabelovka river, the creeks Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers
Krestovaya, Chyortova, the
lakes
Zabelovskoye,
and
Liman.

Family: Bagridae – Косатковые –鲿科 – Naked catﬁshes
Pelteobagrus fulvidraco
(Richardson, 1846),
китайская косатка-скрипун,
黄颡鱼,
YELLOWHEAD
CATFISH, KOREAN
BULLHEAD

Common migratory species
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is
found in the Zabelovka river,
in the creeks Krestovaya,
Chyortova,
Naidyonikha,
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman. At
the main plot of the reserve the
species is found in the rivers In
and Glinyanka.

Pelteobagrus mica (Gromov,
1970),
косатка-крошка,
俄罗斯鳠,
DWARF CATFISH

Common species in the reserve.
It is found in the Glinyanka
river, in the creeks Krestovaya,
and Chyortova.

Pelteobagrus brashnikowi
(Berg, 1907),
косатка Бражникова,
中朝鮠,
BRAZHNIKOV'S CATFISH

Rare migratory species in
the reserve; it was found in
the creeks Krestovaya and
Chyortova.

Pseudobagrus ussuriensis
(Dibowski, 1872),
уссурийская косатка, косаткаплеть,
乌苏里拟鲿,
USSURI CATFISH, USSURI
BULLHEAD

Rare migratory species in Rare species in the reserve.
the reserve; it was found in Usually lives in Nongjiang
the creeks Krestovaya and and Yalvhe rivers.
Chyortova.

Abundant species in the
reserve. Usually lives in
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.

Order: Gadiformes – Трескообразные –鳕形目 – Gadiform ﬁshes
Family: Lotidae – Налимовые –江鳕科 – Lings
Lota lota (Linnaeus, 1758),
налим,
江鱈,
BURBOT
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Rare migratory species in the
reserve; it was found in the
Bastak river at the main plot of
the reserve.

CLASS: OSTEICHTHYES – КОСТНЫЕ РЫБЫ – 硬骨鱼纲 – BONY FISHES

The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Order: Gasterosteiformes – Колюшкообразныe –刺鱼目– Gasterosteiform ﬁshes
Family: Gasterosteidae – Колюшковые –刺鱼科– Sticklebacks
Pungitius sinensis (Guichenot,
1869),
китайская колюшка,
中华多刺鱼,
AMUR STICKLEBACK

Rare migratory species in the
reserve; it was found in the
Ikura river at the main plot of
the reserve.

Order: Scorpaeniformes – Скорпенообразные –鲉形目 – Scorpaeniform ﬁshes
Family: Cottidae – Керчаковые, или Рогатковые –杜父鱼科 – Sculpins
Cottus szanaga (Dybowski,
1869),
амурский подкаменщик,
шанага,
花足杜父魚,
SZANAGA SCULPIN

Common species in the
reserve, inhabits the rivers
of mountainous and semimountainous type. The species
was found in the rivers In and
Bastak at the main plot of the
reserve.

Mesocottus haitej (Dibowski,
1869),
амурская широколобка,
黑龙江中杜父鱼,
AMUR SCULPIN

Rare species in the reserve, was
found in the Krestovaya creek
in the Zabelovsky cluster.

Order: Perciformes – Окунеобразные –鲈形目 – Perch-like ﬁshes
Family: Percichthyidae – Перцихтовые (Лавраковые) –真鲈科 – Temperate perches
Siniperca chuatsi (Basilewcky,
1855),
ауха,
鱖,
MANDARIN FISH, KUEI FA
BASS, CHUATSI BASS

Rare migratory species in the
Zabelovsky cluster. It is found
in the creeks Krestovaya,
Chyortova,
Naidyonikha,
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman.

Family: Odontobutidae – Головешковые –沙塘鳢科– Freshwater sleepers
Family: Eleotridae – Головешковые –塘鳢科– Freshwater sleepers
Perccottus glenii (Dybowski,
1877),
ротан-головёшка,
葛氏鱸塘鱧,
CHINESE SLEEPER, AMUR
SLEEPER

Common species in the reserve. Abundant species in the
Abundant in shallow lakes at reserve. Usually lives in
the main plot of the reserve.
Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers,
and the brooks and lakes.
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Family: Channidae – Змееголовые –鳢科– Snakeheads
Channa argus (Cantor, 1842),
змееголов,
乌鳢,
NORTHERN SNAKEHEAD

Common migratory species Common species in the
in the Zabelovsky cluster. It is reserve. Usually lives in
found in the Zabelovka river, Nongjiang and Yalvhe rivers.
in the creeks Krestovaya,
Chyortova,
Naidyonikha,
in the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, and Liman. At
the main plot of the reserve the
species is uncommon, inhabits
the Glinyanka river.

CLASS: AMPHIBIA – ЗЕМНОВОДНЫЕ – 两栖动物 – AMPHIBIAN
The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Order: Caudata – Хвостатые земноводные – 有尾目– Salamanders
Family: Hynobiidae – Углозубые – 小鲵科 – Asiatic salamanders
Salamandrella keyserlingii
Dybowski, 1870,
сибирский углозуб,
极北鲵,
SIBERIAN SALAMANDER

Common species. Inhabits all
types of forests, bushy wet
meadows and swamps. Breeds
in pools and lakes.

Salamandrella
schrenckii Strauch 1870 /
Salamandrella tridactyla
Nikolskii, 1906
углозуб Шренка
(Приморский),
远东极北鲵,
SCHRENCK SIBERIAN
SALAMANDER

Common species. Mainly
Inhabits
wet
meadows,
swamps and rivers. Breeds in
pools and lakes.

Order: Anura – Бесхвостые – 无尾目 – Frogs
Family: Bufonidae – Жабы – 蟾蜍科 – True toads
Bufo gargarizans Cantor, 1842,
дальневосточная жаба,
中华蟾蜍,
ASIATIC TOAD

Common species. Inhabits
mostly river valleys and forests,
bushy wet meadows and
swamps. The largest number is
observed in woods.

Abundant species. Mainly
Inhabits
grassland,
wet
meadows, swamps,
and
farmland. Breeds in pools and
lakes.

Bufo raddei Strauch, 1876,
монгольская жаба, 花背蟾蜍,
MONGOLIAN TOAD

Uncommon species. Inhabits
both forests close to water
and open spaces (meadows
or wetlands). Could be met
throughout the ﬂoodplains.

Common species. Mainly
Inhabits
grassland,
and
farmland. Breeds in pools and
lakes.
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Family: Hylidae – Квакши – 雨蛙科 – Tree frogs
Hyla japoniсa Guenther, 1859,
дальневосточная квакша,
东北雨蛙,
JAPANESE TREE FROG

Common to abundant species.
Inhabits
woodland,
wet
meadows and sedge marshes,
prefers tall grasses, bushes and
forest undergrowth.

Common species. Mainly
Inhabits
grassland,
wet
meadows, and swamps.
Breeds in pools and small
rivers.

Family: Ranidae – Лягушки – 蛙科 – True frogs
Rana amurensis Boulenger,
1886,
сибирская лягушка,
黑龙江林蛙,
SIBERIAN WOOD FROG,
HEILONGJIANG BROWN
FROG, AMUR BROWN FROG

Common species. It is found in Uncommon species. Mainly
river valleys and at ﬂoodplain, Inhabits
woodland
and
at lake shores, in the wet sites grassland. Breeds in pools.
of reed-sedge meadows. The
frogs penetrate woodland in
wet places, preferring open
larch, or alder and birch forests.

Rana dybowskii Guenther, 1876,
дальневосточная лягушка,
東北林蛙,
DYBOWSKI'S FROG

Common to abundant species.
Inhabits
forest,
wetland
and meadow formations in
mountains and foothills. The
presence of wintering shelters
is one of the main factors
inﬂuencing the distribution and
abundance of the species.

Rana (Pelophylax)
nigromaculata Hallowell, 1861,
чернопятнистая лягушка.
黑斑侧褶蛙,
DARK-SPOTTED FROG

Common to abundant species
that lives close to water. The
frogs were found only in the
lowland part of the reserve
in the area of deciduous and
conifer-deciduous
forests,
on the tall-grass ﬂoodplain
meadows along rivers.

Abundant species. Mainly
Inhabits woodland, grassland,
wet meadows, swamps, and
farmland. Breeds in pools and
lakes.

KLASS REPTILIA – ПРЕСМЫКАЮЩИЕСЯ – 爬行动物 – REPTILES
The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Order: Testudines – Черепахи – 龜鱉目 – Turtles
Family: Softshellturtles – Trionychidae – Мягкотелые черепахи – 鱉科
Pelodiscus sinensis (Wiegmann,
1835),
дальневосточная черепаха,
中華鱉,
CHINESE SOFT SHELL
TURTLE

Rare species. Single individuals
were found in the Amur river,
in the Krestovaya creek and
in the Zabelovskoye lake in
Zabelovsky cluster.
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Order: Squamata – Чешуйчатые – 有鱗目 – Scaled reptiles
Family: Lacertidae – Настоящие ящерицы –蜥蜴科 – Wall lizards
Zootoca vivipara Jacquin, 1787,
живородящая ящерица,
胎生蜥蜴,
VIVIPAROUS LIZARD,
COMMON LIZARD

Common to abundant species.
Inhabits all types of forests,
wetlands and meadows. The
lizards live at ﬁre-breaks, along
river banks, at stony debris, in
mountains and foothills.

Takydromus amurensis Peters,
1881,
амурская долгохвостка,
黑龙江草蜥,
AMUR GRASS LIZARD

Uncommon species. Mainly
Inhabits woodland, grassland,
and farmland.The species has
distributed ago, but we didn’t
found now.

Family: Colubridae – Ужеобразные – 游蛇科 – Colubrid snakes
Elaphe dione (Pallas, 1773),
узорчатый полоз,
白条锦蛇,
STEPPE RAT SNAKE, DIONE
RAT SNAKE

Uncommon
to
common
species.
Inhabits
mostly
mountain-forest parts of the
reserve, lives at glades and
clearings with abundant shrubs
or fallen trees. The snakes
could be met at wastelands and
near maintenance buildings.

Family: Viperidae – Гадюковые – 蝰蛇科 – Vipers
Agkistrodon ussuriensis
(Emelianov, 1929),
уссурийский щитомордник,
乌苏里蝮,
USSURI MAMUSHI

Rare hygrophilous species.
Inhabits mountain parts of
the reserve with deciduous
and
coniferous-deciduous
forests, prefers forest glades
and warmed up scree slopes.
Was recorded in shelters near
maintenance buildings.

KLASS AVES – ПТИЦЫ – 鸟 – BIRDS
The names of species

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Order: Galliformes – Курообразные – 鸡形目 – Gamefowl
Family: Tetraonidae – Тетеревиные – 松鸡科 – Grouse
Tetrastes bonasia (Linnaeus,
1758), рябчик,
花尾榛鸡,
HAZEL GROUSE
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Common settled species. The
birds live throughout the year
in all forest formations, less
commonly on wetlands.
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Falcipennis falcipennis
(Hartlaub, 1855),
дикуша,
镰翅鸟,
SIBERIAN SPRUCE GROUSE

Rare settled species; is
observed on fellﬁelds and in
ﬁr-spruce forests. Adults and
broods were seen on the top
and on the woodless slopes of
Bydyr mountain above 1000 m
(3281 feet).

Tetrao parvirostris Bonoparte,
1856,
каменный глухарь,
细嘴松鸡,
BLACK-BILLED
CAPERCAILLIE

Rare settled species at present,
the birds were common about
30 years ago. Single individuals
are found in the north-eastern,
western and central parts of
the reserve, mainly in the larch
forests.

Lyrurus tetrix (Linnaeus, 1758),
тетерев,
黑琴鸡,
EURASIAN BLACK GROUSE

Uncommon settled species Uncommon settled species.
of wetlands, meadows and Mainly Inhabits woodland,
forest edges. Could be seen brush, and grassland.
throughout the year, most
frequently in March – April and
in winter.

Family: Phasianidae – Фазановые – 雉科 – Pheasants
Coturnix japonica Temminck et
Schlegel, 1849,
немой перепел,
鹌鹑,
JAPANESE QUAIL

Common breeding or passage
migrant species. Lives on
wetlands and meadows from
the beginning of May to the
middle of October, the most of
records is from summer.

Common breeding or passage
migrant species. Mainly
Inhabits woodland, brush, and
grassland.

Phasianus colchicus Linnaeus,
1758,
фазан,
雉鸡,
RING-NECKED PHEASANT

Uncommon settled species
of ﬂoodplains. In winter, the
majority of birds migrate into
anthropogenic
landscapes:
edges of ﬁelds, villages,
suburbs.

Abundant settled species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush,
grassland,
wet
meadows, and farmland.

Perdix dauurica
(Pallas, 1811),
бородатая куропатка,
斑翅山鹑,
DAURIAN PARTRIDGE

The species lived in the Uncommon settled species.
territory of a present cluster Mainly Inhabits brush and
“Zabelovsky”, but died out, to grassland.
the organization of the reserve.
Birds are met for the last
time in 1989 at the village of
Nizhnespasskoye. Three birds
died having faced electric wires
of the power line.
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Order: Anseriformes – Гусеобразные – 雁形目 – Waterfowl
Family: Anatidae – Утиные – 鸭科 – Ducks
Cygnopsis cygnoides (Linnaeus,
1758),
сухонос,
鸿雁,
SWAN GOOSE

Rare breeding or passage
migrant species. Migrating
birds are observed on the
Zabelovskoye lake every year
from April to May, and the
breeding geese – up to early
August.

Abundant migrant species
in Spring and Autumn. Also
just short time stops here in
Honghe.

Anser fabalis (Latham, 1787),
гуменник,
豆雁,
BEAN GOOSE

Common to abundant passage
migrant. Migration stopovers
of the geese are recorded in
the rivers Amur, In, and in
the cluster Zabelovsky on the
large lakes Zabelovskoye and
Ulanovskoye. Birds are seen
from March to May and from
September to October.

Abundant migrant species
in Spring and Autumn. Also
just short time stops here in
Honghe.

Anser anser (Linnaeus, 1758),
серый гусь,
灰雁,
GREYLAG GOOSE

Rare passage migrant. Single
birds were observed on
Zabelovskoye lake in 2002 and
in 2006. The geese could be
met from May to September.

Abundant migrant species
in Spring and Autumn. Also
just short time stops here in
Honghe.

Anser albifrons (Scopoli, 1769),
белолобый гусь,
白额雁,
WHITE-FRONTED GOOSE

Common to abundant passage
migrant. Mass migration at
the lake Zabelovskoye occurs
every year from April to midMay and from September to
mid-October.

Abundant migrant species
in Spring and Autumn. Also
just short time stops here in
Honghe.

Anser erythropus (Linnaeus,
1758), пискулька,
小白额雁,
WHITE-FRONTED GOOSE

Rare passage migrant. The
majority of birds ﬂy without
stops over the territory of the
reserve. Rarely do they stop
on the large water objects:
Amur River and its creeks,
Zabelovskoye lake. The birds
migrate during May and in
September-October.

Chen caerulescens (Linnaeus,
1758),
белый гусь,
雪雁,
SNOW GOOSE

Rare vagrant in the cluster
Zabelovsky. Single birds were
observed in the ﬂocks of bean
geese on the lake Zabelovskoye
in 2001 and in 2002.
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Branta (bernicla) nigricans
(Lawrence, 1846),
чёрная казарка,
黑雁,
BLACK BRANT

Rare passage migrant. Flocks
of the birds were recorded on
Zabelovskoye lake in AprilMay of 2001-2002 and in
September of 2002.

Cygnus cygnus (Linnaeus,
1758),
лебедь-кликун,
大天鹅,
WHOOPER SWAN

Rare passage migrant. It stops
for feeding at the large lakes
of the cluster Zabelovsky from
April to May; mass migration
is observed from the end of
April to early May, and from
late September to the end of
October.

Cygnus bewickii Yarrell, 1830,
малый лебедь,
小天鹅,
BEWICK’S SWAN

Rare passage migrant. About Rare passage migrant. About
20-30 birds are recorded in 50-80 birds are recorded in
the cluster Zabelovsky at rice ﬁeld pond in mid-April.
Zabelovskoye and Ulanovskoye
lakes every year. Birds are
observed in mid-April; autumn
migrations are very rare, they
occur from late September to
late October.

Aix galericulata (Linnaeus,
1758),
мандаринка,
鸳鸯,
MANDARIN DUCK

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species in the
streamside woods of the main
plot of the reserve, and in the
wetlands of Zabelovsky cluster.
The birds could be seen from
April to November.

Anas strepera Linnaeus, 1758,
серая утка,
赤膀鸭,
GADWALL

Rare breeding and passage Rare breeding and passage
migrant species in the wetlands migrant species in the
of Zabelovsky cluster. Adults wetlands of the reserve.
are reported from Zabelovskoye
lake, and young birds are
observed on the lakes in lower
reaches of Krestovaya creek.

Anas falcata Georgi, 1775,
касатка,
罗纹鸭,
FALCATED DUCK

Rare breeding and passage Rare breeding duck.It is
migrant species. It is recorded recorded in the small pond in
on the lakes and creeks in the the reserve.
cluster Zabelovsky and in the
eastern part of the main territory
of the reserve. The ducks could
be seen from April to October,
the most of observations are
made from April to June.

Rare breeding and migrant
species; can be seen in the
wetlands of the reserve.
Birds are seen from April to
October.

Common
breeding
and
migrant species in the stream
side woods of the main plot of
the reserve. Also chicks can
found in buildings in the farm.
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Anas penelope Linnaeus, 1758,
свиязь,
赤颈鸭,
EURASIAN WIGEON

Common passage migrant in Common passage migrant
the cluster Zabelovsky. The in the reserve in Spring and
birds are seen from April to Autumn.
the middle of May, and from
September to the ﬁrst half of
October. Flocks of up to 1000
ducks are observed on the lake
Zabelovskoye.

Anas platyrhynchos Linnaeus,
1758,
кряква,
绿头鸭,
MALLARD

Common breeding species
and passage migrant in the
wetlands of the reserve. Birds
are seen from mid-March to
early November.

Abundant breeding species
and passage migrant in the
wetlands of the reserve. Birds
are seen from March to early
November.

Anas zonorhyncha
(Swinhoe, 1866),
чёрная кряква,
斑嘴鸭,
EASTERN SPOT-BILLED
DUCK

Rare
passage
migrant
(possibly breeding) species
of wetlands. The birds were
recorded in valleys of the rivers
Ikura, In; in the Zabelovsky
cluster were observed at the
Zabelovka river, Krestovaya
creek, Zabelovskoye lake.

Common breeding species
and passage migrant in the
wetlands of the reserve. Birds
are seen from March to early
November.

Anas clypeata Linnaeus, 1758,
широконоска,
琵嘴鸭,
NORTHERN SHOVELLER

Rare passage migrant (maybe Common breeding species
occasionally breeding) species and passage migrant in the
of the cluster Zabelovsky. wetlands of the reserve.
The birds are observed on
the Zabelovskoye lake and
Zabelovka river from April to
September. Flocks of up to 500
ducks are reported periodically.

Anas acuta Linnaeus, 1758,
шилохвость,
针尾鸭,
NORTHERN PINTAIL

Common passage migrant. Birds Rare breeding duck.It is
are observed on the Glinyanka recorded in the small pond in
river, and on the Zabelovskoye the reserve.
and Ulanovskoye lakes, on
Zabelovka river in the cluster
Zabelovsky. Spring migration
occurs in the middle of May,
autumn migration is in the ﬁrst
half of October. Flocks of up
to 1000 ducks are observed on
Zabelovskoye lake.
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Anas guerquedula Linnaeus,
1758,
чирок-трескунок,
白眉鸭,
GARGANEY

Rare passage migrant species
of wetlands. The nesting is
possible on the rivers In,
Bastak, Kirga, Ikura, Greater
Sorennak, Glinyanka and on
the small lakes in the cluster
Zabelovsky. In spring, the birds
are observed on the ﬂyway
from April to May, in fall the
migration starts at the end of
September.

Common breeding species
and passage migrant in the
wetlands of the reserve. Birds
are seen from March to early
November.

Anas formosa Georgi, 1775,
клоктун,
花脸鸭,
BAIKAL TEAL

Common to abundant passage
migrant on the plain rivers and
lakes. The spring migration
take place on Zabelovskoye
lake in the ﬁrst half of May; the
autumn one – in the second half
of August and in September.
Flocks of up to 2800 birds are
observed.

Common breeding species
and passage migrant in the
wetlands of the reserve. We
monitor dozens of ducks in
Occasional year.

Anas crecca Linnaeus, 1758,
чирок-свистунок,
绿翅鸭,
EURASIAN TEAL

Common passage migrant and
rare to uncommon breeding
species. The Eurasian teal nests
on the banks of Glinyanka river,
and on the Zabelovka river, the
creeks Krestovaya, Chyortova,
the
lakes
Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye, Liman in the
cluster Zabelovsky. The birds
are observed from April to
October. During the migration
the birds make groups from 10
to 100 individuals.

Common breeding species
and passage migrant in
the wetlands in Nongjiang
catchment
and
Wolvlan
catchment area of the reserve.
especially the bird observed
in April to September.During
the migration the birds make
group from 5-10 and usually
the birds dozens of ducks in
migration season.

Aythya fuligula (Linnaeus,
1758),
хохлатая чернеть,
凤头潜鸭,
TUFTED POCHARD

Common to abundant passage
migrant on the lakes in a
ﬂood plain of the rivers In and
Glinyanka. Birds are recorded
from the middle of April to
the beginning of May and in
September - October. In the
cluster Zabelovsky ﬂocks of up
to 1000 birds are observed on
Zabelovskoye lake.

Common bird to abundant
passage migrant on open
water surface of catchment.
Birds are recorded from
the middle of April to the
beginning of May and in
September - October.
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Aythya marila (Linnaeus, 1761),
морская чернеть,
斑背潜鸭,
GREATER SCAUP

Very rare passage migrant.
In April of 2001 less than 10
individuals were recorded on
Zabelovskoye lake.

Aythya baeri (Radde, 1863),
чернеть Бэра,
青头潜鸭,
BAER’S POCHARD

Honghe Reserve

Rare migrant duck.It is only
recorded in the small pond in
the reserve in 1980s. but we
didn’t found now.

Histrionicus histrione Linnaeus,
1758, каменушка,
丑鸭,
HARLEQUIN DUCK

Rare passage migrant (possibly
nesting) species. Birds are
observed in pairs from the end
of April to the ﬁrst half of May
on the river Bastak. The sites
of possible nesting - riparian
forests in the valleys of the
rivers Bastak, Kirga, Ikura. In
spring, small groups of up to
three ducks are formed. In the
reserve these birds are seen
from the end of April to the end
of May.

Bucephala clanguta (Linnaeus,
1758),
гоголь,
鹊鸭,
COMMON GOLDENEYE

Common passage migrant. Rare species. Birds are
The Common Goldeneye is observed in the ponds of road
observed more often on large in April.
lakes and on the creeks of
Amur river. The birds are seen
from April to May and from
late September to mid-October.
It forms ﬂocks of up to several
dozen individuals.

Mergus albellus (Linnaeus,
1758),
луток,
白秋沙鸭,
SMEW

Common passage migrant.
Migrations are observed in
April and in October. The
ducks are seen mostly on lakes
and creeks of the Amur river.
Spring ﬂight in the cluster
Zabelovsky takes place in the
middle of April. The birds form
ﬂocks of up to 20 individuals.
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Mergus merganser Linnaeus,
1758,
большой крохаль,
普通秋沙鸭,
GOOSANDER

Rare passage migrant in the
main plot of the reserve (is
recorded from the river In).
Common passage migrant
on the creeks and lakes in the
cluster Zabelovsky. In spring,
the birds ﬂy from April to May,
in autumn – from September
to October. From year to year
single individuals are recorded
in winter on the natural ice
holes (polynyas).

Rare passage migrant in the
main plot of the reserve (is
recorded in 1970s but not
monitoring in recently year in
the reserve).

Mergus serrator Linnaeus,
1758,
длинноносый крохаль,
红胸秋沙鸭,
RED-BREASTED
MERGANSER

Rare passage migrant. Birds
are observed in autumn only.
The Red-breasted Merganser
is recorded on Zabelovskoye
lake and on the creeks of Amur
River in the cluster Zabelovsky
in October-November, in the
time when the polynyas are
forming in the waterbodies ice
cover.

Rare passage migrant in the
main plot of the reserve (is
recorded in 1970s but not
monitoring in recently year in
the reserve).

Mergus squamatus Gould, 1864,
чешуйчатый крохаль,
中华秋沙鸭,
SCALY-SIDED MERGANSER

Rare passage migrant. Single
birds are recorded from lateApril to mid-May and in
October on Zabelovskoye lake
and on the creeks of Amur River
in the cluster Zabelovsky. The
birds may migrate in groups of
up to four individuals.

Order: Gaviiformes – Гагарообразные – 潜鸟目 – Loons
Family: Gaviidae – Гагаровые – 潜鸟科 – Divers
Gavia stellata (Pontoppidan,
1763),
краснозобая гагара,
红喉潜鸟,
RED-THROATED LOON

Rare passage migrant. Single Rare migrant duck. It is only
birds were recorded on recorded in the small pond in
Zabelovskoye lake in the the reserve in 1980s.
cluster Zabelovsky in the
middle of April, 2001 and in
the beginning of October, 2004.
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Gavia аrсtiса (Linnaeus, 1758),
чернозобая гагара,
黑喉潜鸟,
BLACK-THROATED LOON

Rare passage migrant. Single
birds were recorded on the
lakes Zabelovskoye and Liman
in the cluster Zabelovsky in the
middle of April, 2001 and in
the second half of September,
2003.

Honghe Reserve

Order: Podicipediformes – Поганкообразные – 鸊鷉目 – Grebes
Family: Podicipedidae – Поганковые – 鸊鷉科 – Grebes
Tachybaptus ruﬁcollis
малая поганка,
小鸊鷉,
LITTLE GREBE

Rare breeding birds. Can be
found in the water area in the
reserve from May to October.

Podiceps auritus
красношейная поганка,
角鸊鷉,
SLAVONIAN GREBE

Rare migrant birds. Can be
found in the water area in the
reserve in spring or autumn.

Podiceps grisegena (Boddaert,
1783),
серощёкая поганка,
赤颈鸊鷉,
RED-NECKED GREBE

Rare passage migrant. In the Rare breeding and migrant
cluster Zabelovsky the birds birds. Can be found in the
are recorded on Zabelovskoye water area in the reserve.
and Ulanovskoye lakes. The
birds are observed alone, they
do not create groups.

Podiceps cristatus (Linnaeus,
1758), чомга,
凤头鸊鷉,
GREAT CRESTED GREBE

Rare summering species and
passage migrant; in some years
the breeding is possible. Birds
are observed every year in April
and May on Zabelovskoye
and Ulanovskoye lakes in the
cluster Zabelovsky. During the
migration they are usually met
in pairs, large groups are not
forming. Birds are observed
from April to September.
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Common
breeding
and
migrant birds. Can be found in
the water area in the reserve.
Usually were observed in
groups of family.
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Order: Ciconiiformes – Голенастые – 鹳形目 – Storks
Family: Ciconiidae – Аистовые –

鹳科 – Storks

Ciconia nigra (Linnaeus, 1758),
чёрный аист,
黑鹳,
BLACK STORK

Very rare passage migrant. Rare migrant species. No
Periodically single birds are met breeding record in Honghe.
on the rivers Greater Sorennak,
Glinyanka, and in the cluster
Zabelovsky on the rivers Amur,
Zabelovka, on Zabelovskoye
lake, Krestovaya creek. Storks
are observed from April to midOctober.

Ciconia boyciana Swinhoe,
1873,
дальневосточный аист,
东方白鹳,
ORIENTAL STORK

Rare breeding; uncommon
passage
migrant
and
summering species. The storks
prefer plain wetted areas. 3 to
9 nesting pairs were seen in
different years. Storks are met
from March to early November.

Common
breeding
and
migrant birds. Can be found
in the water area and swamp
in the reserve.

Family: Ibises – Threskiornithidae – Ибисовые – 朱鷺科
Platalea leucorodia (Linnaeus,
1758),
колпица,
白琵鹭,
EURASIAN SPOONBILL

Rare vagrant; in some years
the breeding is possible in
wetland habitats. On the
lake Zabelovskoye in the
Zabelovsky cluster the birds
were recorded in 2001 and
2008.

Rare breeding and migrant
birds. Can be found in the
water area and swamp in the
reserve.

Family: Herons – Ardeidae – Цаплевые – 鹭科
Botaurus stellaris (Linnaeus,
1758),
большая выпь,
大麻鳽,
EURASIAN BITTERN

Rare breeding species. Birds
were recorded on the rivers
Glinyanka, In, Ikura, Bastak
and
Greater
Sorennak,
Zabelovka, Ulanovka, on
the creeks Krestovaya and
Chyortova, on the banks
of lakes Zabelovskoye and
Ulanovskoye. The species is
met from April to September.

Common
breeding
and
migrant birds. Can be found
in the water area and swamp
in the reserve.
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Ixobrychus eurhythmus
(Swinhoe, 1873),
амурский волчок,
紫背苇鳽,
SCHRENCK'S BITTERN

Uncommon
to
common
breeding species. Birds nest
on swamps, meadows, at the
banks of waterbodies in valleys
of the rivers Ikura, Bastak, In,
Greater Sorennak, Glinyanka.
In the cluster Zabelovsky
the
birds
are
recorded
from the rivers Zabelovka,
Ulanovka, Krestovaya and
Chyortova creeks, at the
lakes
Zabelovskoye
and
Ulanovskoye. The species
is met from May to early
September.

Common
breeding
and
migrant birds. Can be found
in the water area, swamp and
grassland in the reserve.

Butorides striatus (Linnaeus,
1766),
зелёная кваква,
绿鹭,
STRIATED HERON

Common breeding species. In
the Zabelovsky cluster the birds
are observed at waterbodies
throughout the Amur River
ﬂoodplain from April to
August. During the passage
ﬂight over the Zabelovskoye
lake the ﬂocks of more than 20
individuals are observed.

Uncommon breeding and
migrant birds. Can be found
in the water area, swamp,
woodland and brush in the
reserve.

Ardeola bacchus (Bonaparte,
1857),
белокрылая цапля,
池鹭,
CHINESE POND HERON

Rare vagrant. A single bird was Rare species and record in
recorded 17.08.2016 on the Honghe.
creek Naidyonikha near its fall
into Amur river.

Bubulcus ibis (Linnaeus, 1758),
египетская цапля,
牛背鹭,
CATTLE EGRET

Rare vagrant. A single bird
was recorded 18.08.2016 in the
ﬂock of great white egrets over
the creek Krestovaya in 4 km
to the east from Zabelovskoye
lake.

Ardea cinerea Linnaeus, 1758,
серая цапля,
苍鹭,
GRAY HERON

Common wetland breeding
species and passage migrant.
The herons create the breeding
colonies on the islands of
Amur River; single nests are
recorded near the large lakes:
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye,
Liman. Birds are observed
from March to early November.
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Common
breeding
and
migrant birds. Can be found
in the water area, swamp and
woodland in the reserve.
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Ardea purpurea Linnaeus, 1766,
рыжая цапля,
草鹭,
PURPLE HERON

Rare
summering
species,
presumably breeding in some
years. Two birds were recorded
on the Zabelovskoye lake and
on the Krestovaya creek in
Zabelovsky cluster in 2008,
2015, and in 2016.

Common
breeding
and
migrant birds. Can be found
in the water area and swamp
in the reserve.

Casmerodius albus
(Linnaeus, 1758),
большая белая цапля,
大白鹭,
GREAT WHITE EGRET

Uncommon passage migrant,
presumably rare breeding
species. Nests were not revealed,
but the birds are observed every
year. The species is met from
March to October on the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye,
Liman, and on Zabelovka river.

Common
breeding
and
migrant birds. Can be found
in the water area and swamp
in the reserve.

Order: Pelecaniformes – Пеликанообразные – 鹈形目 – Pelecanides
Family: Phalacrocoracidae – Баклановые – 鸕鶿科 – Cormorants
Phalacrocorax carbo (Linnaeus,
1758),
большой баклан,
普通鸬鹚,
GREAT CORMORANT

Uncommon
to
common
breeding species. The greatest
density is observed on the river
In, on the creeks Krestovaya
and Chyortova, on the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye,
Liman. The birds are met from
March to October.

Rare breeding species.
Common passage migrant
species. Can be met in large
group while migration in
October.

Order: Falconiformes – Соколообразные – 隼形目 – Raptors
Family: Falconidae – Соколиные – 隼科 – Falcons
Falco tinnunculus Linnaeus,
1758,
обыкновенная пустельга,
红隼,
EURASIAN KESTREL

Rare breeding and migratory
species of open woodlands and
wetlands. Birds were observed
in ﬂoodplains of the rivers
In and Amur from April to
September.

Uncommon breeding passage
migrant species. Lives in
woodlands, brush, grassland,
farmland and wetlands.

Falco amurensis Radde, 1863,
амурский кобчик,
红脚隼,
AMUR FALCON

Rare breeding species and
passage migrant of open
woodlands and wetlands. Birds
are observed from May to
August, occasionally are met
up to early September.

Common breeding passage
migrant species. Lives in
woodlands, brush, grassland
and farmland.
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Falco columbarius Linnaeus,
1758,
дербник,
灰背隼,
MERLIN

Rare to common passage
migrant. Birds are observed on
ﬂight in May and in AugustSeptember.

Rare passage migrant species.
Birds are observed on ﬂight
in May and in September or
October.

Falco subboteo Linnaeus, 1758,
чеглок,
燕隼,
NORTHERN HOBBY

Common passage migrant and
breeding species of swamps,
meadows and wet open
woodland. Birds are observed
from May to September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Lives in woodlands, brush,
and grassland.

Falco rusticolus Linnaeus,
1758,
кречет,
矛隼,
GYR FALCON

Very rare wintering species. Very rare wintering species.
One bird was recorded in 2004 Lives in woodlands, brush,
in the upper course of Sredniy and grassland.
Sorennak.

Falco peregrinus Tunstall,
1771,
сапсан,
游隼,
PEREGRINE FALCON

Very rare summering species.
A single bird was observed in
2000 in a larch swamp on a
ﬂoodplain in the middle reaches
of Bastak river.

Very rare breeding and
passage migrant species.
Lives in grassland and
farmland.

Family: Pandionidae – Скопиные – 鹗科 – Ospreys
Pandion haliaetus (Linnaeus,
1758),
скопа,
鹗,
OSPREY

Rare passage migrant and
breeding species of wetlands.
The nests were found on a
ﬂoodplain in the upper reaches
of Bastak river. Birds are
observed from April to October.

Rare passage migrant and
breeding species of wetlands.
Occasionally found in water
area.

Family: Accipitridae – Ястребиные – 鹰科 – Accipiters
Pernis ptilorhyncus (Temminck,
1821),
хохлатый осоед,
凤头蜂鹰,
ORIENTAL HONEY
BUZZARD
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Common passage migrant and
breeding species. The honey
buzzard nests in forests and in
open woodland on the edges of
swamps. The largest number
of birds is observed at the river
Bastak. Birds are seen from
May to September.

Rare
passage
migrant
and
breeding
species.
Occasionally
found
in
woodland, grassland and
farmland.
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Milvus lineatus J. E. Gray, 1831,
черноухий коршун,
黑鸢,
BLACK-EARED KITE

Rare to common breeding
species and passage migrant.
Birds are observed throughout
the plain part of the reserve,
in the valleys of the rivers In,
Glinyanka, Bastak, Zabelovka
and Ulanovka. Birds are
observed from April to
September.

Rare
passage
migrant
and
breeding
species.
Occasionally
found
in
woodland and river bank.

Haliaeetus albicilla (Linnaeus,
1758),
орлан-белохвост,
白尾海鵰,
WHITE-TAILED SEA EAGLE

Rare breeding and wintering
species. Most commonly is
seen from September to May.
Up to 4 pairs breed in the
valleys of Zabelovka river and
Chyortova creek.

Very rare passage migrant
and
breeding
species.
Occasionally found near the
rivers.

Haliaeetus pelagicus
(Pallas, 1811),
белоплечий орлан,
虎头海鵰,
STELLER'S SEA EAGLE

Rare passage migrant. Single
birds were observed in April,
2013 over Zabelovskoye lake.

Circus spilonotus Kaup, 1847,
восточный болотный лунь,
白腹鹞,
EASTERN MARSH HARRIER

Rare passage migrant on Common breeding passage
wetlands in the basins of rivers migrant species. Lives in
Greater Sorennak, Glinyanka, grassland and swamp.
Bastak, In; in the cluster
Zabelovsky it was seen in the
valleys of the rivers Zabelovka,
Ulanovka, at Zabelovskoye and
Ulanovskoye lakes. The birds
are observed from early April
to September.

Circus cyaneus (Linnaeus,
1766),
полевой лунь,
白尾鹞,
HEN HARRIER

Rare passage migrant; possibly
breeding species. The birds
live on dry grassy meadows.
Birds are observed from March
to September in the valleys
of rivers Bastak, Glinyanka,
Zabelovka, Chyortova creek,
at the lakes Zabelovskoye,
Ulanovskoye.

Rare
breeding
passage
migrant species. Lives in
grassland, farmland and
swamp.

Circus melanoleucos (Pennant,
1769),
пегий лунь,
鹊鹞,
PIED HARRIER

Rare breeding species of all
types of lowland meadows,
swamps and open wetlands.
Birds were observed from early
April to mid-September.

Rare
breeding
passage
migrant species. Lives in
brush, grassland, farmland
and swamp.
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Accipiter gularis (Temminck et
Schlegel, 1844),
малый перепелятник,
日本松雀鹰, JAPANESE
SPARROWHAWK

Common breeding species Rare species bird and record
of streamside coniferous- in Honghe.
broadleaved and broadleaved
forests. The birds are observed
from May to September.

Accipiter nisus (Linnaeus,
1758),
перепелятник,
雀鹰, EURASIAN
SPARROWHAWK

Common passage migrant Rare breeding passage migrant
and breeding, in some years species. Lives in woodlands,
wintering species. The birds brush, and grassland.
are observed in all forest types
throughout the year, the greatest
number of their records is in
September.

Accipiter gentilis (Linnaeus,
1758),
тетеревятник,
苍鹰,
NORTHERN GOSHAWK

Rare breeding and wintering
species, uncommon passage
migrant. Rare all forest
types throughout the year.

Butastur indicus (J.F. Gmelin,
1788),
ястребиный сарыч,
灰脸鵟鹰,
GRAY-FACED BUZZARD

Very rare passage migrant, Very rare passage migrant
possibly breeding in some species. Occasionally found
years. The single bird was in woodland.
observed in 2003 in the valley
of Zabelovka river.

Buteo japonicus
(Temminck et Schlegel, 1844),
восточный канюк,
普通鵟,
EASTERN BUZZARD

Rare breeding species and
common passage migrant of
forest landscapes. Birds are
observed from April to early
October.

Rare breeding species and
uncommon passage migrant
species. Occasionally found
in woodland.

Buteo lagopus (Pontoppidan,
1763), зимняк,
毛脚鵟,
ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK

Rare wintering species and
uncommon passage migrant of
meadows, wetlands and light
forests. Birds are observed
from October to May.

Rare wintering species and
uncommon passage migrant
species. Lives in woodlands,
grassland, and farmland.

Buteo hemilasius Temminck et
Schlegel, 1844,
мохноногий курганник,
大鵟,
UPLAND BUZZARD

Rare passage migrant in
woodlands. Three individuals
were banded in the streamside
woods of the river Bastak in
2007.

Aquila chrysaetos (Linnaeus,
1758),
беркут,
金鵰,
GOLDEN EAGLE

Rare passage migrant and Rare passage migrant and
wintering
species.
Birds wintering
species.
No
are
observed
everywhere breeding record in Honghe.
throughout the year, but the
largest number of records is
observed from September to
April.
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Rare breeding and wintering
species, rare passage migrant.
Occasionally
found
in
woodland.
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Aquila clanga
(Pallas, 1811),
большой подорлик,
乌雕,
GREATER SPOTTED EAGLE

Honghe Reserve
Rare breeding and passage
migrant species in 1990s but
now it very common eagle in
Honghe. Lives in woodlands,
grassland, and swamp.

Order: Gruiformes – Журавлеобразные – 鹤形目 – Crane-like birds
Family: Rallidae – Пастушковые – 秧鸡科 – Rails
Porzana exquisita (Swinhoe,
1873),
белокрылый погоныш,
花田鸡,
SWINHOE'S RAIL

Rare, possibly irregularly
breeding species. It inhabits
swamps, marshes and banks of
lakes. The birds are observed in
the valleys of the spring Losiny,
river In, in the headstream of
Gryaznushka river. Birds are
observed from early May to
September.

Rallus indicus Blyth, 1849,
восточный пастушок,
普通秧鸡,
EASTERN WATER RAIL

Uncommon breeding species. Common
breeding
and
The birds are observed at the passage migrant species.
waterbodies in the mouth of Lives in wetland.
Bastak river, in the valleys
of the rivers Glinyanka,
Gryaznushka, In, and in the
cluster Zabelovsky. Birds are
seen from May to October.

Porzana pusilla (Pallas, 1776),
погоныш-крошка,
小田鸡,
BAILLON’S CREKE

Rare breeding species, live
on low-level swamps among
lakes and rivers. The birds are
observed in the middle reaches
of Bastak river, in the valley of
In river. Birds are seen from
June to September.

Porzana paykullii (Ljungh,
1813),
большой погоныш,
斑胁田鸡,
BAND-BELLIED CRAKE

Rare breeding species and Rare breeding and passage
passage migrant. Inhabits low- migrant species. Lives in
level swamps among lakes and wetland.
rivers in the mouth of Bastak
river, in the valleys of the rivers
Glinyanka, Gryaznushka, In.
Birds are observed from the
beginning of June to September.
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Gallinula chloropus (Linnaeus,
1758), камышница,
黑水鸡,
COMMON MOORHEN

Rare breeding species. The Common breeding species.
broods are recorded on Lives in wetlands.
Zabelovskoye lake and on
Zabelovka river. Birds are
observed from late April to
September.

Fulica atra Linnaeus, 1758,
лысуха,
白骨顶,
COMMON COOT

Rare
passage
migrant, Common
breeding
and
possibly breeding in some passage migrant species.
years. The birds stand by the Lives in wetland.
lakes situated along the Amur
River. Migration stopovers
are recorded on the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye,
Liman. The birds are observed
from April to late September.

Family: Gruidae – Журавлиные – 鹤科 – Cranes
Grus vipio Pallas, 1811,
даурский журавль,
白枕鹤,
WHITE-NAPED CRANE

Rare passage migrant and very Common
breeding
and
rare breeding species. Birds are passage migrant species. Lives
met every year alone or in pairs in wetland and farmland.
throughout the area of wetlands.
They are observed from early
April to mid-October.

Grus monacha Temminck,
1835,
чёрный журавль,
白头鹤,
HOODED CRANE

Rare breeding species and
passage migrant. The hooded
crane nests in remote swampy
open woodlands from larch and
birch. Birds are observed from
April to September.

No breeding species crane in
Honghe. But, we recorded 6
to 30 cranes when it’s migrant
in October from 2013 to 2015.

Grus japanensis (P.L.S. Muller,
1776),
уссурийский журавль,
丹顶鹤,
RED-CROWNED CRANE

Very rare breeding species and
passage migrant. The crane is
met at the lakes Zabelovskoye
and Ulanovskoye during the
spring and autumn migrations.
Birds are observed alone and in
groups of up to ﬁve individuals.
Up to three pairs nests in the
valley of Zabelovka river. Birds
are observed from early April
to September-October.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Lives in wetlands. In group of
family.
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Order: Turniciformes – Трёхпёрсткообразные – 三趾鹑目 – Turniciform birds
Family: Turnicidae – Трёхпёрстковые – 三趾鹑科 – Buttonquails
Turnix tanki Blyth, 1843,
пятнистая трёхпёрстка,
黄脚三趾鹑,
YELLOW-LEGGED
BUTTONQUAIL

Rare breeding species of
meadows and light forests. It is
observed at Nizhnespasskoye
village and Zabelovskoye lake.
Birds are met from mid-May to
September.

Order: Charadriiformes – Ржанкообразные – 鴴形目 – Waders
Family: Haematopodidae – Кулики-сороки – 蠣鷸科 – Oystercatchers
Haematopus ostralegus
Linnaeus, 1758,
кулик-сорока,
蛎鹬,
EURASIAN
OYSTERCATCHER

Rare passage migrant which is Rare migrant species. Lives in
met along lakes and the rivers. wetland.
The ﬂock of 20 birds was
observed on Ulanovskoye lake
in the cluster Zabelovsky in
April, 2003.

Family: Recurvirostridae – Шилоклювковые – 反嘴鹬科 – Stilts
Himantopus himantopus
(Linnaeus, 1758),
ходулочник,
黑翅长脚鹬,
BLACK-WINGED STILT

Rare vagrant species of a
ﬂoodplain of the Amur River.
The birds were observed on
Zabelovskoye lake in 2003 and
2013.

Family: Charadriidae – Ржанковые – 鸻科 – Plovers
Vanellus vanellus (Linnaeus,
1758),
чибис,
凤头麦鸡,
NORTHERN LAPWING

Common passage migrant and Abundant
breeding
and
uncommon breeding species. It passage migrant species.
is met on swamps and marshes Lives in wetland.
along the rivers In, Glinyanka,
Greater Sorennak; on the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye,
Liman; along creeks and brooks
of the Amur river and on the
banks of the rivers Zabelovka
and Ulanovka. The birds are
observed from March to early
October.

Pluvialis fulva (Gmelin, 1789),
азиатская бурокрылая ржанка,
金斑鸻,
PACIFIC GOLDEN PLOVER

Rare passage migrant that is Common
breeding
and
met along lakes and rivers. passage migrant species.
The group of three birds was Lives in wetland.
observed on Zabelovskoye lake
in 2003.
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Charadrius dubius Scopoli,
1786,
малый зуёк,
金眶鸻,
LITTLE RINGED PLOVER

Rare passage migrant and Common
breeding
and
breeding species. The little passage migrant species.
ringed plover is met on sand Lives in wetland.
and gravel spits, on exposures
of the silt deposit on the banks
of lowland rivers Amur, Bastak,
In, Glinyanka, and on the lakes
in the ﬂoodplains of these
rivers. The birds are observed
from April to September.

Charadrius placidus (J.E. et
G.R. Gray, 1863),
уссурийский зуек,
长嘴剑鸻,
LONG-BILLED PLOVER

Rare migrant species. Lives in
wetland. Lives in wetland.

Charadrius mongolus Pallas,
1776,
монгольский зуек,
蒙古沙鸻,
LESSER SAND PLOVER

Uncommon migratory species,
which is found on the banks of
lakes and rivers. 9 individuals
were recorded on Zabelovskoye
lake in 2002.

Family: Scolopacidae – Бекасовые – 鹬科 – Sandpipers
Scolopax rusticola Linnaeus,
1758,
вальдшнеп,
丘鹬,
EURASIAN WOODCOCK

Common breeding species and
passage migrant of forest zone.
It is observed from April to
September.

Gallinago solitaria Hodgson,
1831,
горный дупель,
孤沙锥,
SOLITARY SNIPE

Uncommon passage migrant.
The species lives on banks
of mountain rivers. The birds
are observed on the rivers and
forest lakes in May and from
August to October, when water
freezes.

Gallinago stenura (Bonoparte,
1830),
азиатский бекас,
针尾沙锥,
PIN-TAILED SNIPE

Common passage migrant in Common passage migrant
wetlands and open forests. species. Found in grassland
Birds are observed in May and wetland.
and from early August to early
October.

Gallinago megala Swinhoe,
1861,
лесной дупель,
大沙锥,
SWINHOE’S SNIPE

Rare passage migrant, possibly
breeding species. The birds are
met in the middle and lower
reaches of the Bastak river and
in the valley of Zabelovka river
from May to July.
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Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Lives in woodland and
wetland.
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Gallinago gallinago (Linnaeus,
1758),
бекас,
扇尾沙锥,
COMMON SNIPE

Common to abundant passage Common passage migrant
migrant of wetlands. Their species. Found in grassland
nesting is possible in the and wetland.
valleys of the rivers Bastak and
Greater Sorennak. The birds
are observed from late April
to June and from August to
October.

Limosa limosa (Linnaeus,
1758),
большой веретенник,
黑尾塍鹬,
BLACK-TAILED GODWIT

Rare breeding (1-2 pairs
per season) and common
passage migrant of wetlands.
Their large migratory groups
are observed in some years
from May to August on the
banks of Zabelovskoye and
Ulanovskoye lakes.

Numenius minutus Gould, 1841,
кроншнеп-малютка,
小杓鹬,
LITTLE CURLEW

Rare passage migrant of Rare passage migrant species.
wetlands. Two individuals Found in grassland and
were observed in April, 2004 at wetland.
Zabelovskoye lake.

Numenius madagascariensis
(Linnaeus, 1766),
дальневосточный кроншнеп,
大杓鹬,
FAR EASTERN CURLEW

Rare breeding species and
occasionally
uncommon
passage migrant. The Far
Eastern
curlew
inhabits
grassy and moss swamps, wet
meadows. It nests in the basins
of the rivers Bastak, Greater
Sorennak, Gryaznushka, Ikura,
Glinyanka, Zabelovka, forming
groups of up to 30 pairs. The
birds are observed from April
to August.

Tringa erythropus (Pallas,
1764),
щёголь,
鹤鹬,
SPOTTED REDSHANK

Uncommon passage migrant Rare passage migrant species.
that is observed in May and Found in wetland.
September. It prefers to feed
on silty shallows of the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye.
10 individuals were recorded
on the Zabelovskoye lake in
May, 2005.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Lives in grassland and
wetland.
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Tringa totanus (Linnaeus,
1758),
травник,
红脚鹬,
COMMON REDSHANK

Uncommon passage migrant. Common passage migrant
The birds are met in April-May species. Found in wetland.
and September on the shoreline
of the lakes Zabelovskoye and
Ulanovskoye. Their spring
migration takes place in AprilMay, and the autumn migration
is in August.

Tringa stagnatilis (Bechstein,
1803),
поручейник,
泽鹬,
MARSH SANDPIPER

Rare summering species, but Rare passage migrant species.
in some years the breeding Found in grassland and
is possible on the banks and wetland.
islands of the Amur River. A
single bird was recorded in
2003 on the northern bank of
the lake Zabelovskoye.

Tringa nebularia (Gunnerus,
1767),
большой улит,
青脚鹬,
COMMON GREENSHANK

Rare to common passage Rare passage migrant species.
migrant, and possibly rare Found in wetland.
breeding species. It is recorded
on the wetlands along the rivers
In, Bastak and Glinyanka, at
Zabelovskoye lake. The birds
were observed from May to
August.

Tringa ochropus Linnaeus,
1758,
черныш,
白腰草鹬,
GREEN SANDPIPER

Uncommon passage migrant, Uncommon passage migrant
the nesting is possible in the species. Lives in wetland.
forest valleys of mountain
rivers. It is recorded on the
banks of the rivers Glinyanka,
In, Bastak, Amur, Zabelovka,
on the lakes Zabelovskoye and
Ulanovskoye. The birds are
seen from mid-April to the end
of September.

Tringa glareola Linnaeus, 1758,
фифи,
林鹬,
WOOD SANDPIPER

Common passage migrant Uncommon passage migrant
species. It is observed along species. Lives in wetland.
the rivers Bastak, In, on
Zabelovskoye lake. The birds
are seen from mid-May to early
June and from late July on
August.
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Xenus cinereus (Güldenstadt,
1775),
мородунка,
翘嘴鹬,
TEREK SANDPIPER

Uncommon passage migrant.
The species keeps on sandy
and muddy shallows along the
Amur River and on the banks
of the lakes Zabelovskoye
and Ulanovskoye. The birds
are observed in May and in
September.

Actitis hypoleucos (Linnaeus,
1758),
перевозчик,
矶鹬,
COMMON SANDPIPER

Uncommon breeding species Rara breeding and passage
and common passage migrant, migrant species. Lives in
which lives on the shoreline of grassland and wetland.
lakes and rivers. The birds are
observed from April to August.

Calidris temminckii (Leisler,
1812),
белохвостый песочник,
青脚滨鹬,
TEMMINCK’S STINT

Rare passage migrant. During
the spring migrations on
Zabelovskoye lake it prefers
muddy marshes and shallows
with sparse grass. The birds
are observed from May to
September.

Calidris acuminata (Horsﬁeld,
1821),
острохвостый песочник,
尖尾滨鹬,
SHARP-TAILED SANDPIPER

Rare passage migrant. A Rare passage migrant species.
single young bird was found Found in wetland.
in September, 2002 on
Zabelovskoye lake.

Limicola falcinellus
(Pontoppidan, 1763),
грязовик,
阔嘴鹬,
BROAD-BILLED SANDPIPER

Rare passage migrant. In some
years it is recorded at the
banks of the Amur river in the
cluster Zabelovsky. The spring
migration is in the second
half of May, and the autumn
migration from late August to
early September.

Family: Laridae – Чайковые – 鷗 – Gulls
Larus canus Linnaeus, 1758,
сизая чайка,
海鸥,
COMMON GULL

Uncommon passage migrant. Rare passage migrant species.
The common gulls are observed Found in wetland.
on the ﬂyway along the Amur
River, its creeks and lakes from
March to April and from late
September to October.
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Larus mongolicus Sushkin,
1925,
хохотунья,
黃腳銀鷗, MONGOLIAN
GULL

Rare passage migrant. 2 birds
were recorded on the banks of
the Amur River in the cluster
Zabelovsky in May, 2015.

Larus ridibundus Linnaeus,
1776,
озёрная чайка,
红嘴鸥,
BLACK-HEADED GULL

Common passage migrant and Abundant
breeding
and
uncommon breeding species, passage migrant species.
which is met on the Amur Lives in wetland.
River, its islands and oxbows
in the cluster Zabelovsky. The
birds are observed from March
to October.

Rissa tridactyla (Linnaeus,
1758),
моевка,
三趾鸥,
BLACK-LEGGED
KITTIWAKE

Rare vagrant. One bird was
found dead on the Zabelovskoye
lake in November, 2001.

Chlidonias hybridus
Белощекая крачка,
须浮鸥,
WHISKERED TERN

Common breeding species.
Lives in wetland.

Sterna hirundo Linnaeus, 1758,
речная крачка,
普通燕鸥,
COMMON TERN

Common breeding species Abundant
breeding
and
and passage migrant, which is passage migrant species.
found on the river islands and Lives in wetland.
spits. The common tern is seen
from May to late August.

Sterna albifrons Pallas, 1764,
малая крачка,
白额燕鸥,
LITTLE TERN

Rare passage migrant and, Rare breeding species. Lives
possibly, breeding species of in wetland.
the ﬂoodplain of Amur River.
One bird was recorded in May,
2002 on the Zabelovskoye lake
and two birds were observed on
the Amur River in May, 2015.

Chlidonias leucopterus
(Temminck, 1815),
белокрылая крачка,
白翅浮鸥,
WHITE-WINGED TERN

Rare species, in some years Rare breeding and passage
the breeding is recorded. Since migrant species. Lives in
July, 2012 till present about 40 wetland.
birds were met in the middle
reaches of Zabelovka river. The
birds are observed from early
June to late August.
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Order: Columbiformes – Голубеобразные – 鸽形目 – Dove-like birds
Family: Columbidae – Голубиные – 鸠鸽科 – Pigeons, or doves
Columba livia J.F. Gmelin,
1789,
сизый голубь,
原鸽,
ROCK DOVE

The
rare breeding and
summering species. Up to 5
nesting pairs were recorded in
different years in the vicinities
of the Zabelovskaya border
outpost. Single doves and
ﬂocks of up to 10 birds may
ﬂy everyday from the adjacent
territory of China.

Streptopelia orientalis (Latham,
1790),
большая горлица,
山斑鸠,
ORIENTAL TURTLE DOVE

Common breeding species of
forests and woods. The birds
are observed from March to
early October.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Lives in woodland and
grassland.

Order: Cuculiformes – Кукушкообразные – 鹃形目 – Cuckoo-like birds
Family: Cuculidae – Кукушковые – 杜鹃科 – Cuckoos
Hierococcyx (fugax)
hyperythrus (Gould, 1856),
ширококрылая кукушка,
棕腹杜鹃,
NORTHERN HAWK
CUCKOO

Common breeding species. It
is observed in a forest zone of
mountains and foothills from
May to September. The species
lives in the valleys of the rivers
in the northern, western and
central part of the reserve, on the
hillsides covered with broadleaf,
mixed conifer-deciduous, and
ﬁr-spruce forests.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Lives in woodland, brush and
grassland.

Cuculus micropterus Gould,
1838,
индийская кукушка,
四声杜鹃,
INDIAN CUCKOO

Rare to uncommon breeding
species. It inhabits woods,
meadows and wetlands in the
valleys of the rivers Amur,
In, Bastak, Greater Sorennak,
Glinyanka, Zabelovka. The
birds are observed from May to
August.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Lives in woodland, brush and
grassland.

Cuculus canorus Linnaeus,
1758,
обыкновенная кукушка,
大杜鹃,
EURASIAN CUCKOO

Common breeding species
throughout all the territory of the
reserve. The Eurasian cuckoo is
recorded as a brood parasite of
the Siberian stonechat (Saxicola
maurus). The birds are observed
from May to September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Lives in woodland, brush and
grassland.
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Cuculus (saturatus) optatus
Gould, 1845,
глухая кукушка,
中杜鹃,
ORIENTAL CUCKOO

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Common breeding species
throughout all the territory
of the reserve. The Oriental
cuckoo is recorded as a brood
parasite of the Pale-legged
leaf warbler (Phylloscopus
tenellipes). The birds are seen
from May to August.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Lives in woodland, brush and
grassland.

Order: Strigiformes – Совообразные – 鸮形目 – Owls
Family: Strigidae – Совиные – 鸱鸮科 – True owls
Otus bakkamoena Pennant,
1769,
ошейниковая совка,
领角鸮,
INDIAN SCOPS OWL

Rare breeding and migratory Rare
settled
species.
species. It was recorded in Occasional species. Mainly
mountains in the forest zone Inhabits woodland.
of the reserve, in the valley of
the river Bastak. Three owls
were caught and banded in the
small-leaved streamside forest
in 2007 and 2012.

Otus sunia (Hodgson, 1836),
восточная совка,
红角鸮,
ORIENTAL SCOPS OWL

Common breeding species of Rare breeding and migratory
the forest belt of mountains species.
and foothills. The birds are
observed from late April to
September.

Nyctea scandiaca (Linnaeus,
1758),
белая сова,
雪鸮,
SNOWY OWL

Very
rare,
non-annually Very rare wintering species.
wintering species of meadows Mainly Inhabits woodland.
and wetlands. The highest
number of winter records was
done at the Zabelovskoye lake.

Bubo bubo (Linnaeus, 1758),
филин,
雕鸮,
EURASIAN EAGLE OWL

Rare breeding and wintering Rare settled species. Mainly
species. The birds are recorded Inhabits
woodland
and
in the forest part of the reserve wetland. Occasional species.
in the valleys of the rivers
Bastak, In, Amur, on the slopes
of the mountains Skalistaya
Sopka, Dubovaya Sopka and
Chernukha.

Strix uralensis Pallas, 1771,
длиннохвостая неясыть,
长尾林鸮,
URAL OWL

The common breeding and Rare settled species. Mainly
uncommon wintering species. Inhabits woodland.
It inhabits both lowland light
woods and mountain forests. In
mountains the Ural owl prefers
river valleys and streamside
forests.
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Strix nebulosa Forster, 1772,
бородатая неясыть,
鸟林鸮,
GREAT GREY OWL

Rare breeding and wintering
species of ﬁr-spruce, larch
and small-leaved deciduous
forests. The birds are observed
in the southwestern part of
the reserve, in the valleys of
the rivers Sredniy Sorennak,
Mitrofanovka, Pravy Bastak.

Surnia ulula (Linnaeus, 1758),
ястребиная сова,
猛鸮,
NORTHERN HAWK OWL

Very rare wintering, possibly
non-annually breeding species.
The Northern hawk owl prefers
ﬁr-spruce and larch forests,
after-ﬁre woods with a large
number of dried trees. The birds
are observed in the western and
central parts of the reserve, in
the middle reaches of the rivers
Bastak and Mitrofanovka.

Glaucidium passerinum
(Linnaeus, 1758),
воробьиный сычик,
花头鸺鹠,
EURASIAN PYGMY OWL

Rare migratory, possibly nonannually breeding species. The
species is met in ﬁr-spruce and
conifer-broadleaf forests. It
was recorded in the vicinities of
the mountain Dubovaya Sopka
and in the middle reaches of the
river Bastak.

Aegolius funereus (Linnaeus,
1758),
мохноногий сыч,
鬼鸮,
TENGMALM’S OWL

Rare migratory and possibly Rare
settled
species.
breeding
species,
which Mainly Inhabits woodland.
inhabits ﬁr-spruce and conifer- Occasional species.
broadleaf forests. Single birds
are met non-annually in the
valleys of the rivers Ikura and
Bastak.

Ninox scutulata (Rafﬂes, 1822),
иглоногая сова,
鹰鸮,
BROWN HAWK OWL

Rare breeding species, which
lives in streamside and
ﬂoodplain broadleaf forests in
the upper and middle reaches
of the rivers Bastak, Kirga,
Ikura, Greater Sorennak. The
birds are observed from May to
September.
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Asio otus (Linnaeus, 1758),
ушастая сова,
长耳鸮,
NORTHERN LONG-EARED
OWL

Rare breeding species and Common
breeding
and
passage migrant of all types of passage migrant species.
forests, woods and swamps.
Mainly Inhabits woodland.

Asio ﬂammeus (Pontoppidan,
1763),
болотная сова,
短耳鸮,
SHORT-EARED OWL

Uncommon breeding species, Uncommon breeding and
common passage migrant of passage migrant species.
open wetlands and meadows. Mainly Inhabits woodland.
The birds are seen from April
to October.

Order: Caprimulgiformes – Козодоеобразные – 夜鷹目 – Caprimulgiform birds
Family: Caprimulgidae – Козодоевые – 夜鹰科 – Nightjars
Caprimulgus jotaka Temminck
& Schlegel, 1845,
большой козодой,
普通夜鹰,
GREY NIGHTJAR

Uncommon breeding species. It Uncommon breeding and
lives in ﬁelds and open woods, passage migrant species.
on edges of broadleaf forests, Mainly Inhabits woodland.
in open plain habitats.The
birds are recorded from May to
September.

Order: Apodiformes – Стрижеобразные – 雨燕目 – Apodiform birds
Family: Apodidae – Стрижиные – 雨燕科– Swifts
Hirundapus caudacutus
(Latham, 1801),
иглохвостый стриж,
白喉针尾雨燕, WHITETHROATED NEEDLETAIL

Uncommon breeding species
and passage migrant. The nests
are built in open woods, where
the tall hollow trees are present.
The needletails are ﬂying
everyday over various types of
forests, meadows and wetlands.
The birds are recorded from
May to September.

Rare breeding and passage
migrant species. Mainly
Inhabits woodland, brush,
grassland, and wetland.

Apus paciﬁcus (Latham, 1801),
белопоясный стриж,
白腰雨燕,
PACIFIC SWIFT

Rare passage migrant and
summering species. The nearest
nesting site is in Birobidzhancity. The swifts were seen from
May to August in 2000 over
the sedge-grass marshes in the
middle reaches of Bastak river.

Rare breeding and passage
migrant species. Mainly
Inhabits woodland, grassland
and farmland.
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Order: Coraciiformes – Ракшеобразные – 佛法僧目 – Coraciiform birds
Family: Coraciidae – Сизоворонковые – 佛法僧科 – Dollarbirds
Eurystomus orientalis
(Linnaeus, 1766),
восточный широкорот,
三宝鸟,
DOLLARBIRD

Rare to uncommon breeding Rare breeding and passage
species,
which
inhabits migrant species. Mainly
tall streamside forests. The Inhabits woodland.
dollarbird could be met in
conifer
forests,
post-ﬁre
woods and logged areas.
It prefers the sites with
stag-headed and hollowed
trees, frequently perches on the
tops of dried trees. The birds are
recorded from May to August.

Family: Alcedinidae – Зимородковые – 翠鸟科 – Kingﬁshers
Alcedo atthis (Linnaeus, 1758),
обыкновенный зимородок,
普通翠鸟,
COMMON KINGFISHER

Uncommon
to
common
breeding species on the
shorelines of rivers and lakes.
The highest abundance is
recorded in the valleys of the
rivers Amur, In, Glinyanka
and Bastak from April to
September.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and wetland.

Order: Bucerotiformes – Удодообразные – 戴胜目 – Bucerotiform birds
Family: Upupidae – Удодовые – 戴胜科 – Hoopoes
Upupa epops Linnaeus, 1758,
удод,
戴胜,
HOOPOE

Rare breeding species. From
time to time these birds are seen
in pairs in the middle reaches of
the Bastak river, in the southwestern part of the reserve in
the valleys of the rivers Kirga
and Ikura. The highest number
of records comes from the
cluster Zabelovsky. The birs
are seen from April to early
October.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
grassland and farmland.
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Order: Piciformes – Дятлообразные – 鴷形目 – Piciform birds
Family: Picidae – Дятловые – 啄木鸟科 – Woodpeckers
Jynx torquilla Linnaeus, 1758,
вертишейка,
蚁,
EURASIAN WRYNECK

Rare to common breeding
species. The Eurasian wryneck
inhabits mostly streamside
forests and woods. The birds are
met in the valleys of the rivers
Amur, Bastak, Ikura, Glinyanka
from April to August.

Dendrocopos minor (Linnaeus,
1758),
малый пёстрый дятел,
小斑啄木鸟,
LESSER SPOTTED
WOODPECKER

Common
breeding
and Uncommon settled species.
wintering species. The Lesser Mainly Inhabits woodland.
spotted woodpecker lives in
forests of various types, but
prefers streamside forests and
woods.

Dendrocopos leucotos
(Bechstein, 1803),
белоспинный дятел,
白背啄木鸟,
WHITE-BACKED
WOODPECKER

Common
breeding
and Rare settled species. Mainly
wintering species. The White- Inhabits woodland.
backed woodpecker prefers
to nest in oak forests, old
parvifoliate forests, and in
streamside forests and woods.

Dendrocopos major (Linnaeus,
1758),
большой пёстрый дятел,
大斑啄木鸟,
GREAT SPOTTED
WOODPECKER

Common
breeding
and Common settled species.
wintering species, which lives Mainly Inhabits woodland.
in forests of various types,
mostly in secondary forests.

Picoides tridactylus (Linnaeus,
1758),
трёхпалый дятел,
三趾啄木鸟,
EURASIAN THREE-TOED
WOODPECKER

Uncommon
to
common Rare
settled
species.
breeding and wintering species. Mainly Inhabits woodland.
The Three-toed woodpecker Occasional species.
inhabits mostly ﬁr-spruce and
conifer-broadleaf forests.

Dryocopus martius (Linnaeus,
1758),
желна,
黑啄木鸟,
BLACK WOODPECKER

Uncommon breeding and Uncommon settled species.
wintering species, which lives Mainly Inhabits woodland.
in forests of all types. The
highest number of records
comes from ﬁr-spruce and
conifer-broadleaf forests.
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Picus canus Gmelin, 1788,
седой дятел,
灰头绿啄木鸟, GRAYHEADED WOODPECKER

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Common breeding, migratory Uncommon settled species.
and wintering species. It Mainly Inhabits woodland.
inhabits forests of all types.
Part of its population migrates
in winter further to south.

Order: Passeriformes – Воробьинообразные – 雀形目 – Passerines
Family: Campephagidae – Личинкоедовые – 山椒鸟科 – Minivets
Pericrocotus divaricatus
(Rafﬂes, 1822),
cерый личинкоед,
灰山椒鸟,
ASHY MINIVET

Common breeding species. The Rare breeding and passage
Ashy minivet lives in broadleaf migrant species. Mainly
forests in the river valleys Inhabits woodland.
and hillsides in vicinities of
Dubovaya mountain, in the
ﬂoodplain of the Bastak river, in
the area Krasnye Sopki; within
the cluster Zabelovsky – at the
Krestovaya creek. The birds are
seen from May to September.

Family: Laniidae – Сорокопутовые – 伯劳科 – Shrikes
Lanius cristatus Linnaeus,
1758,
сибирский жулан,
红尾伯劳,
BROWN SHRIKE

Common to abundant breeding
species and passage migrant.
The species lives in wetlands,
meadows and open woods. The
birds are observed from May to
September.

Lanius borealis Vieillot, 1808,
северный сорокопут,
灰伯劳,
NORTHERN GRAY SHRIKE

Uncommon passage migrant Rare passage migrant species.
and wintering species, rare Occasional species.
breeding species of ﬁr-spruce
mountain forests. Within the
most of the reserve territory
the birds are seen from October
to March during the winter
migrations.

Lanius sphenocercus Cabanis,
1873,
клинохвостый сорокопут,
楔尾伯劳,
CHINESE GRAY SHRIKE

Rare species, sporadically
breeding in light woods at
watersheds or among the steppe
meadows and ﬁelds. Single
birds were recorded on the bank
of Zabelovskoye lake, near the
rivers Amur and Zabelovka in
the cluster Zabelovsky. The
birds are seen from late April to
September.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush, grassland and farmland.
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Family: Oriolidae – Иволговые – 黄鹂科 – Orioles
Oriolus chinensis Linnaeus,
1766,
китайская иволга,
黑枕黄鹂,
BLACK-NAPED ORIOLE

Rare breeding species. It
inhabits streamside forests in
the low reaches of the Bastak
river, in the valleys of the rivers
In and Glinyanka, on the lake
Zabelovskoye and near the
Krestovaya creek in the cluster
Zabelovsky. The birds are seen
from May to September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.

Family: Monarchidae – Монарховые – 王鶲科 – Monarchs
Terpsiphone paradisi (Linnaeus,
1758),
райская мухоловка,
寿带,
ASIAN PARADISE
FLYCATCHER

Very rare species, possibly
breeding. One adult male
was catched and banded in
willow woods near the lake
Zabelovskoye in 2006.

Family: Corvidae – Врановые – 鸦科 – Crows
Perisoreus infaustus (Linnaeus,
1758),
кукша,
北噪鸦,
RED JAY

Rare breeding and wintering
species of mountain areas. The
red jay is recorded at the upper
reaches of the Ikura river and on
the slopes of Bydyr mountain,
in the mixed conifer-deciduous
and ﬁr-spruce forests.

Garrulus glandarius brandtii
Eversmann, 1842,
сойка рыжеголовая,
松鸦,
BRANDT’S JAY

Common
breeding
and Common settled species.
wintering species (subspecies). Mainly Inhabits woodland.
It inhabits forests of all types; is
met on meadows and wetlands
during the daily feeding
migrations.

Cyanopica cyanus (Pallas,
1776),
голубая сорока,
灰喜鹊,
ASIAN AZURE-WINGED
MAGPIE

Uncommon
to
common Common settled species.
breeding,
migratory
and Mainly Inhabits woodland.
wintering species (subspecies)
of streamside forests.
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Pica (pica) sericea Gould,
1845,
сорока белокрылая,
喜鵲,
ORIENTAL MAGPIE

Common breeding, migratory Common settled species.
and wintering species, which Mainly Inhabits woodland
is met in the valley of Amur, and grassland.
at the shorelines of the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Liman, near
the Krestovaya creek and
Zabelovka river in the cluster
Zabelovsky. From time to time
the birds are seen in the valley
of Glinyanka river and in 2-3
km to the north from Kirga
village.

Nucifraga caryocatactes
(Linnaeus, 1758),
кедровка,
星鸦,
SPOTTED NUTCRACKER

Common breeding, migratory
and wintering species of conifer
and conifer-broadleaf forests.

Corvus dauuricus Pallas, 1776,
даурская галка,
达乌里寒鸦,
DAURIAN JACKDAW

Uncommon passage migrant.
Possibly, it nests non-annually
at the left shore of the Amur
river and near the Krestovaya
creek in the cluster Zabelovsky.
In 2000 it was recorded at the
middle reaches of the Bastak
river. The nests are found
beyond the borders of the
reserve in the villages and the
roadside tree-belts. The birds
are observed from April to
October.

Corvus frugilegus pastinator
Gould, 1845,
восточный грач,
秃鼻乌鸦,
EASTERN ROOK

Uncommon passage migrant Uncommon breeding and
(subspecies); the breeding is passage migrant species.
possible in the Amur river Mainly Inhabits woodland.
valley in the cluster Zabelovsky.
The rook usually nests in
colonies near settlements. The
birds are seen from April to late
September.
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Corvus corone Eversmann,
1841,
восточная чёрная ворона,
小嘴乌鸦,
CARRION CROW

Uncommon breeding and
common summering, passage
migrant and wintering species.
The crows inhabit manmade landscapes, streamside
forests and woods, among the
meadows and wetlands with
some lonely standing trees.

Common settled species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
grassland, farmland and
wetland.

Corvus macrorhynchos Wagler,
1827,
большеклювая ворона,
大嘴乌鸦,
LARGE-BILLED CROW

Common
to
uncommon
breeding,
migratory
and
wintering
species.
The
Large-billed crow is met
throughout the reserve. The
nests are found in the basins
of rivers Mitrofanovka, Ikura,
Glinyanka, Bastak, Greater
Sorennak.

Uncommon settled species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
grassland, farmland and
wetland.

Corvus corax Linnaeus, 1758,
ворон,
渡鸦,
NORTHERN RAVEN

Rare migratory species in
summer season and uncommon
wintering species. It is met
throughout the territory of the
reserve.

Rare wintering and spring
species. It is found on April 5,
2016. Lives in the woods and
secondary forests.

Family: Bombycillidae – Свиристелевые – 太平鸟科 – Waxwings
Bombycilla garrulus (Linnaeus,
1758),
свиристель,
太平鸟,
BOHEMIAN WAXWING

Common passage migrant Rare passage migrant species.
and wintering species of the Mainly Inhabits woodland.
forests of all types. The highest
abundance is recorded in the
woods with a prevalence of
aspen, birch and basswood,
affected with the coloured
mistletoe (Viscum coloratum).
The birds are found from
October to May.

Bombycilla japonica (P. F.
Siebold, 1826),
амурский свиристель,
小太平鸟, JAPANESE
WAXWING

Common passage migrant Rare passage migrant species.
and wintering species of the Mainly Inhabits woodland.
forests of all types. The highest
abundance is recorded in the
woods with a prevalence of
aspen, birch and basswood,
affected with the coloured
mistletoe (Viscum coloratum).
The birds are seen from
September to April.
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Family: Paridae – Синицевые – 山雀科 – Tits
Parus major Linnaeus, 1758,
большая синица,
大山雀,
NORTHERN GREAT TIT

Very rare summering, possibly
breeding species. The Northern
great tit is met among the
buildings, at the lodges. The
birds were recorded in the
vicinities of the mountain
Dubovaya Sopka and in the
middle reaches of the river
Bastak; they never have been
found in winter.

Parus minor Temminck et
Schlegel, 1848,
восточная синица,
小山雀,
EASTERN GREAT TIT

Uncommon breeding and Common settled species.
wintering species, common Mainly Inhabits woodland
passage migrant. It inhabits and brush.
deciduous and streamside
forests.

Periparus ater
(Linnaeus, 1758),
московка,
煤山雀,
COAL TIT

Common to abundant breeding, Uncommon settled species.
migratory
and
wintering Mainly Inhabits woodland
species. The birds are met in and brush.
the forests and woods of all
types; the highest abundance is
recorded in mountain forests of
the northern type.

Cyanistes cyanus Pallas, 1770,
князёк,
灰蓝山雀,
AZURE TIT

Common passage migrant in Rare settled species. Mainly
the cluster Zabelovsky, rare Inhabits woodland and brush.
passage migrant in the main
plot of the reserve. The breeding
is possible in the valley of the
river In. The Azure tit inhabits
streamside forests and woods.
The birds are seen in September
and October. They were not
recorded in winter season.

Poecile palustris
(Linnaeus, 1758),
черноголовая гаичка,
沼泽山雀,
MARSH TIT

Abundant breeding, migratory Uncommon settled species.
and wintering species. The Mainly Inhabits woodland
birds are met in the forests and and brush.
woods of all types, from time to
time are seen on the meadows
and wetlands with sparse
trees; the highest abundance is
recorded in streamside forests.
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Poecile montanus (Conrad von
Baldenstein, 1827),
пухляк,
褐头山雀,
WILLOW TIT

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Abundant breeding, migratory Rare settled species. Mainly
and wintering species. The Inhabits woodland and brush.
birds are met in the forests and
woods of all types; the highest
abundance is recorded in
conifer, conifer-broadleaf and
in larch forests.

Family: Hirundinidae – Ласточковые – 燕科 – Swallows
Riparia riparia (Linnaeus,
1758),
береговушка,
崖沙燕,
SAND MARTIN

Rare species that is breeding
on the steep banks of the Amur
river and the Krestovaya creek
in the cluster Zabelovsky. The
birds are seen from May to
early September.

Hirundo rustica Linnaeus,
1758,
деревенская ласточка,
家燕,
BARN SWALLOW

Uncommon
breeding,
summering
and
passage
migrant species. The birds on
ﬂyway are seen in the valley
of the river Glinyanka, in the
middle reaches of Bastak river,
in the cluster Zabelovsky.
The nests are built in the
maintenance buildings. The
swallows are recorded from
April to September.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and buildings.

Delichon lagopodum (Pallas,
1811), (Delichon urbica)
сибирский воронок,
毛脚燕,
NORTHERN HOUSE
MARTIN

Rare to uncommon breeding
species and passage migrant.
The species nests in the
maintenance buildings in the
cluster Zabelovsky. The birds
are recorded from early May to
mid-September.

Uncommon passage migrant
species. Mainly Inhabits
woodland and buildings. The
bird can be seen in April and
August, September.

Delichon dasypus (Bonaparte,
1850),
восточный воронок,
烟腹毛脚燕,
ASIAN HOUSE MARTIN

Rare passage migrant. The
Asian house martins possibly
live at the Bydyr mountain
(1207 m), where they were
recorded in July, 2005.

Cecropis daurica (Laxmann,
1769),
рыжепоясничная ласточка,
金腰燕,
RED-RUMPED SWALLOW

Rare breeding, summering
and passage migrant. Every
year up to 20 pairs nest in the
maintenance buildings in the
cluster Zabelovsky. The birds
are recorded from early May to
early September.
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Family: Aegithalidae – Ополовники – 长尾山雀科 – Long-tailed tits
Aegithalos caudatus (Linnaeus,
1758),
ополовник,
银喉长尾山雀,
NORTHERN LONG-TAILED
TIT

Abundant breeding, migratory Common settled species.
and wintering species. It Mainly Inhabits woodland
inhabits forests and woods and brush.
of all types; makes daily
feeding migrations through the
meadows and wetlands in the
forested part of the reserve.

Family: Alaudidae – Жаворонковые – 百灵科 – Larks
Alauda arvensis Linnaeus,
1758,
полевой жаворонок,
云雀,
EURASIAN SKYLARK

Uncommon
to
common
breeding species and passage
migrant. It nests in the steppe
slopes of hills, on the ﬁelds,
meadows, open woods. The
birds are recorded from March
to October.

Eremophila alpestris (Linnaeus,
1758),
рогатый жаворонок,
角百灵,
HORNED LARK

Rare passage migrant of
mountains
and
foothills.
A single juvenile bird was
recorded in the middle reaches
of Bastak river (square № 100)
in 2007.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits grassland and
wetland.

Family: Sylviidae – Славковые – 莺科 – Old World warblers
Urosphena squameiceps
(Swinhoe, 1863),
короткохвостка,
鳞头树莺,
ASIAN STUBTAIL

Uncommon
to
common
breeding species and passage
migrant. The birds inhabit
conifer and broadleaf forests.
The Asian stubtail were
recorded near the mountains
Dubovaya
Sopka
and
Chernukha, in the area Krasnye
Sopki, in the valley of Bastak
river and in the upper reaches
of Ikura. The birds are seen
from May to September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.
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Tribura (thoracica) davidi La
Touche, 1923,
малая пестрогрудка,
斑胸短翅莺,
SIBERIAN BUSH WARBLER

Rare breeding species and
passage migrant, which lives
in the areas of old logging and
ﬁres, overgrown with thick and
tall shrubs. The Bush warbler
is recorded near the mountain
Dubovaya Sopka, in the upper
reaches of the Ikura river; in
the cluster Zabelovsky is met
on Zabelovskoye lake, on the
bank of Chyortova creek. The
birds are seen from May to
September.

Bradypterus tacsanowskius
(Swinhoe, 1871),
сибирская пестрогрудка,
中华短翅莺,
CHINESE BUSH WARBLER

Rare passage migrant. A
singing male was recorded
in the rubble of a streamside
forest with thick undergrowth
of shrub birch in April, 2003 in
the valley of Sredniy Sorennak.

Locustella lanceolata
(Temminck, 1840),
пятнистый сверчок,
矛斑蝗莺,
LANCEOLATED WARBLER

Rare breeding species and
uncommon passage migrant.
The
Lanceolated
warbler
prefers bushy open woods,
heathlands, wastelands, edges
of meadows and swamps, afterﬁre places. The birds are seen
from June to October.

Rare breeding and passage
migrant species. Mainly
Inhabits woodland, brush and
wetland.

Locustella certhiola (Pallas,
1811),
певчий сверчок,
小蝗莺,
PALLAS’S GRASSHOPPERWARBLER

Common to abundant breeding
species and passage migrant
of meadows and marshes.
Single juveniles are recorded in
forests. The birds are seen from
May to September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush and wetland.

Locustella fasciolata (Gray,
1860),
таёжный сверчок,
苍眉蝗莺,
GRAY'S WARBLER

Common breeding species and
passage migrant of broadleaf
forests, woods, boggy clearings.
It lives in the valleys of the
rivers Ikura, Bastak, Greater
Sorennak, Kirga, In, Glinyanka,
in the cluster Zabelovsky –
near Zabelovskoye lake and
Krestovaya creek. The birds are
seen from May to August.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush and grassland.
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Phragmaticola aeedon (Pallas,
1776),
толстоклювая камышевка,
厚嘴苇莺,
THICK-BILLED WARBLER

Common to abundant breeding
species of bushy lowlands and
edges of streamside forests. The
birds nest in the lower reaches
of the rivers Bastak, Greater
Sorennak, Ikura and Kirga, at
the rivers In, Glinyanka. In the
cluster Zabelovsky they inhabit
all types of forests and woods,
in the valley of the Amur river.
The birds are seen from May to
September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush and wetland.

Acrocephalus orientalis
(Temminck et Schlegel, 1847),
восточная дроздовидная
камышевка,
东方大苇莺,
ORIENTAL REED WARBLER

Rare breeding species of
willow
thickets
adjacent
to open areas of meadows,
marshes and water bodies. In
the cluster Zabelovsky it lives
on the banks of Zabelovka
river,
Zabelovskoye
and
Ulanovskoye lakes, Krestovaya
creek. The birds are seen from
May to August.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush and wetland.

Acrocephalus bistrigiceps
Swihoe, 1860,
пестроголовая камышевка,
黑眉苇莺,
BLACK-BROWED REED
WARBLER

Common to abundant breeding
species and passage migrant. It
inhabits meadows and marshes,
swamps and streamside forests.
The birds are seen from May to
October.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits grassland,
brush and wetland.

Phylloscopus fuscatus (Blyth,
1842),
бурая пеночка,
褐柳莺,
DUSKY WARBLER

Abundant breeding species and
passage migrant of meadows,
swamps, open forests, and
alpine fellﬁelds. The birds are
seen from April to October.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.

Phylloscopus schwarzi (Radde,
1863),
толстоклювая пеночка,
巨嘴柳莺,
RADDE’S WARBLER

Common breeding species and
passage migrant. It inhabits
forests and woods af all types,
but nests in the forests with
well developed tree-shrub layer
and shrub-herbaceous layers.
The birds are seen from May to
October.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits brush and
grassland.
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Phylloscopus proregulus
(Pallas, 1811),
корольковая пеночка,
黄腰柳莺,
PALLAS’S LEAF WARBLER

Common breeding species and
abundant passage migrant of
forests and woods of all types.
The species prefer to nest in
conifer and conifer-broadleaf
forests. The birds are seen from
April to October.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.

Phylloscopus inornatus (Blyth,
1842),
пеночка-зарничка,
黄眉柳莺,
YELLOW-BROWED
WARBLER

Uncommon breeding species
of the upper reaches of Bastak
river.
Abundant
passage
migrant of forests and woods
of all types. The birds are seen
from April to October.

Abundant
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.

Phylloscopus borealis (Blasius,
1858),
пеночка-таловка,
极北柳莺,
ARCTIC WARBLER

Uncommon breeding species
and common passage migrant
throughout the forest zone. The
species nests in streamside,
parvifoliate, and mixed coniferdeciduous forests. The birds are
seen from May to September.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.

Phylloscopus tenellipes
Swinhoe, 1860,
бледноногая пеночка,
灰脚柳莺,
PALE-LEGGED LEAF
WARBLER

Common to abundant breeding
species and passage migrant.
The species nests in the forest
belt of mountains and foothills.
The birds are seen from May to
September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.

Phylloscopus (trochiloides)
plumbeitarsus (Swinhoe, 1860),
восточная зелёная пеночка,
暗绿柳莺,
TWO-BARRED GREENISH
WARBLER

Rare breeding species and
passage migrant. It inhabits
broadleaf forests of foothills.
The birds are seen from May to
September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush and wetland.

Phylloscopus coronatus
(Temminck et Schlegel, 1847),
светлоголовая пеночка,
冕柳莺,
EASTERN CROWNED
WARBLER

Common to abundant breeding
species and common passage
migrant of the forest zone. The
Eastern crowned warbler prefer
to nest and migrate through
deciduous (both parvifoliate
and broadleaf) forests. The
birds are seen from May to
September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.
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Family: Paradoxornithidae – Суторовые - 鶯科 - Parrotbill
Paradoxornis
webbianus
(Gould, 1852),
Бурая сутора,
棕头鸦雀,
V I N O U S - T H R O AT E D
PARROTBILL

A rare species of stray. 7 of
ringed birds from September
15 to September 30, 2011.

Family: Zosteropidae – Белоглазковые – 绣眼鸟科 – White-eyes
Zosterops erythropleura
Swinhoe, 1863,
буробокая белоглазка,
红胁绣眼鸟,
CHESTNUT-FLANKED
WHITE-EYE

Common to abundant breeding
species and passage migrant. It
inhabits forests and woods af all
types, but the highest abundance
is recorded in broadleaf and
parvifoliate forests of foothills.
The birds are met from May to
September.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.

Family: Regulidae – Корольковые – 戴菊属 – Crests
Regulus regulus (Linnaeus,
1758),
желтоголовый королёк,
戴菊,
GOLDCREST

Common breeding species and
passage migrant; uncommon
wintering species. It inhabits
conifer and conifer-broadleaf
forests. During migrations
and wintering the species is
recorded throughout the forest
part of the reserve, in forests,
woods and open woodlands.

Uncommon
settled
and
common passage migrant
species. Mainly Inhabits
woodland and brush.

Family: Wrens – Troglodytidae – Крапивниковые – 鹪鹩科
Troglodytes troglodytes
(Linnaeus, 1758),
крапивник,
鹪鹩,
WINTER WREN

Common passage migrant of Uncommon migrant species.
forest areas. The breeding is Mainly Inhabits woodland,
possible on the mountain Bydyr. brush and wetland.
The birds are seen from April
to May and from September to
October.

Family: Sittidae – Поползневые – 鳾科 – Nuthatches
Sitta europaea Linnaeus, 1758,
обыкновенный поползень,
普通鳾,
EURASIAN NUTHATCH

Common to abundant breeding, Common settled species.
migratory
and
wintering Mainly Inhabits woodland
species. It is recorded in forests and brush.
and woods of all types; the
highest number is observed in
mountain forests of northern
type.
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Family: Certhiidae – Пищуховые – 旋木雀科 – Treecreepers
Certhia familiaris Linnaeus,
1758,
обыкновенная пищуха,
旋木雀,
EURASIAN TREECREEPER

Common breeding, migratory Common settled species.
and wintering species. The Mainly Inhabits woodland
species is recorded in forests and brush.
and woods of all types; the
highest abundance is observed
in mountain forests of northern
type.

Family: Sturnidae – Скворцовые – 椋鸟科 – Starlings
Sturnia sturnina (Pallas, 1776),
малый скворец,
北椋鸟,
DAURIAN STARLING

Rare,
possibly
breeding
species. It is recorded in the
broadleaf forests, woods and
open woodlands, in mademan landscapes. The birds are
seen from mid-May to early
September.

Sturnus cineraceus Temminck,
1835,
серый скворец,
灰椋鸟,
WHITE-CHEEKED
STARLING

Rare to common breeding Uncommon breeding species.
species and passage migrant. Mainly Inhabits woodland,
The birds stay in ﬂocks in brush, and grassland.
open woodlands, in mademan landscapes. They live in
the valley of the river In and
throughout the Amur river
valley in the cluster Zabelovsky.
The birds are seen from March
to September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush, grassland and wetland.

Family: Turdidae – Дроздовые – 鸫科 – Thrushes
Zoothera sibirica (Pallas, 1776),
сибирский дрозд,
白眉地鸫,
SIBERIAN THRUSH

Uncommon breeding species Common migrant species.
and passage migrant. It is met Mainly Inhabits woodland,
from time to time in conifer, brush, and grassland.
mixed, and broadleaf forests.
The birds are seen from May to
August.

Zoothera varia (Pallas, 1811),
пёстрый дрозд,
虎斑地鸫,
WHITE'S THRUSH

Uncommon breeding species
and passage migrant. It inhabits
all types of forest communities;
the highest number is recorded
in overmature deciduous and
broadleaf forests with well
developed undergrowth in the
valleys of foothill rivers. The
birds are met from May to
October.
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Turdus hortulorum Sclater,
1863,
сизый дрозд,
灰背鸫,
GRAY-BACKED THRUSH

Common
to
uncommon
breeding species and passage
migrant. It inhabits broadleaf
and
conifer-broadleaf
streamside and ﬂoodplain
forest. The birds are seen from
April to September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
and brush.

Turdus obscurus Gmelin, 1789,
оливковый дрозд,
白眉鸫, EYEBROWED
THRUSH

Rare breeding species and Uncommon migrant species.
uncommon passage migrant Mainly Inhabits woodland,
of the forest belt of mountains and brush.
and foothills. The birds on their
ﬂyway are seen in May and in
September.

Turdus pallidus Gmelin, 1789,
бледный дрозд,
白腹鸫,
PALE THRUSH

Common to abundant breeding
species and passage migrant. It
inhabits forests and woods af all
types. The highest abundance is
recorded in overmature conifer
and deciduous forests with
dense undergrowth. The birds
are met from April to October.

Turdus naumanni Temminck,
1820,
дрозд Науманна,
红尾鸫,
NAUMANN’S THRUSH

Common to abundant passage Common passage migrant
migrant and rare wintering species. Can be seen in April,
species.
The
Naumann’s May, September, and October.
thrushes are met in forests
and woods, on wetlands and
meadows. The birds are seen
from April to September.

Turdus eunomus Temminck,
1831,
бурый дрозд,
斑鸫,
DUSKY THRUSH

Common to abundant passage Common passage migrant
migrant and rare wintering species. Can be seen in April,
species. The Dusky thrushes may, september, and October.
are met in forests and woods,
on wetlands and meadows.
The spring migration is from
April to May and the autumn
migration is from September to
October.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush and grassland.

Family: Muscicapidae – Мухоловковые – 鹟科 – Old World ﬂycatchers
Luscinia svecica (Linnaeus,
1758),
варакушка,
蓝喉歌鸲,
ARCTIC BLUETHROAT

Rare passage migrant. Two Rare passage migrant bird.
birds (a male and a female) were We banded 12 birds from
recorded in the parvifoliate 2003 to 2008 in Honghe.
forest in the upper reaches of
Ikura river in September 2000.
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Luscinia calliope (Pallas, 1776),
соловей-красношейка,
红喉歌鸲,
SIBERIAN RUBYTHROAT

Common breeding species
and passage migrant. It lives
on meadows and wetlands, in
streamside and lowland forests
with shrub thickets. The birds
are seen from April to October.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush and grassland.

Luscinia cyane (Pallas, 1776),
синий соловей,
蓝歌鸲,
SIBERIAN BLUE ROBIN

Abundant breeding species and
passage migrant. The blue robin
nests in conifer and broadleaf
forests of mountains and
foothills. During the migration
is recorded in forests and woods
of all types, including lowland
ones. The birds are seen from
May to September.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush, grassland and wetland.

Tarsiger cyanurus
(Pallas, 1773),
синехвостка,
红胁蓝尾鸲,
RED-FLANKED BLUETAIL

Abundant passage migrant Abundant passage migrant
and rare breeding species. It species. Can be seen in April
nests in ﬁr-spruce forests at the and October.
altitudes above 600 m, on the
slopes of the mountains Bydyr,
Tukolali and Balyabinskaya.
During the ﬂyway the species is
recorded in forests and woods
of all types. The birds are seen
from April to October.

Luscinia sibilans (Swinhoe,
1863),
соловей-свистун,
红尾歌鸲,
SWINHOE'S ROBIN

Common breeding species
and passage migrant. The
highest abundance is recorded
in overmature conifer and
deciduous forests with well
developed underrowth. The
birds are met from May to
October.

Common breeding species
and migrant species. We
observed mostly 50-80 birds
around the road in Autumn in
Honghe.

Phoenicurus auroreus Pallas,
1776,
сибирская горихвостка,
北红尾鸲,
DAURIAN REDSTART

Common breeding species and
passage migrant. The birds
live in man-made or natural
forest landscapes, at the edges
of meadows, swamps, bushy
wetlands. The Daurian redstarts
are seen from April to October.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush, grassland and farmland.
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Saxicola maurus
(Pallas, 1773),
восточный чекан,
黑喉石(即鸟),
SIBERIAN STONECHAT

Abundant breeding species and
passage migrant. It inhabits
wetlands and meadows, on
the ﬂyway and during the
daily feeding migrations visits
streamside and ﬂoodplain
forests. The birds are seen from
April to September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush, grassland and wetland.

Petrophila gularis (Swinhoe,
1863),
белогорлый дрозд,
白喉矶鸫,
WHITE-THROATED ROCK
THRUSH

Uncommon
to
common Occasionally
record
in
breeding species and passage Honghe. We banded three
migrant throughout forests times in 2015.
and woods in mountains and
foothills, the most abundant in
conifer-broadleaf and broadleaf
forests in the basin of Bastak
river. The birds are seen from
May to September.

Muscicapa griseisticta
(Swinhoe. 1861),
пестрогрудая мухоловка,
灰纹鹟,
GRAY-STREAKED
FLYCATCHER

Rare occasionally breeding
species and uncommon passage
migrant. It nests in parvifoliate
forests and in larch forests.
The birds are observed on their
ﬂyway in all types of forests
and woods. The Gray-streaked
ﬂycatchers are met from May
to September.

Muscicapa sibirica Gmelin,
1789,
сибирская мухоловка,
乌鹟,
DARK-SIDED FTYCATCHER

Rare breeding species and
uncommon passage migrant,
which nests in mountain and
lowland
conifer-broadleaf
forests in the upper reaches of
the rivers Ikura and Bastak.
The birds are seen from May to
September.

Muscicapa dauurica Pallas,
1811,
ширококлювая мухоловка,
北灰鹟,
ASIAN BROWN
FLYCATCHER

Abundant breeding species
and passage migrant of forests
and woods of all types; the
highest abundance is recorded
in streamside forests. The birds
are observed from May to
September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.
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Ficedula zanthopygia (Hay,
1845),
желтоспинная мухоловка,
白眉姬鹟,
YELLOW-RUMPED
FLYCATCHER

Common breeding species and
passage migrant. It inhabits
the broadleaf forests in the
ﬂoodplain; on their ﬂyway the
birds are seen throughout the
forested part of the reserve. The
birds are observed from May to
August.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.

Ficedula mugimaki (Temminck,
1835),
таёжная мухоловка,
鸲姬鹟,
MUGIMAKI FLYCATCHER

Common breeding species
and passage migrant of forests
and woodlands. The nests are
built in mountain and foothill
forests. During the migrations
the Mugimaki ﬂycatcher is
common in forests and woods
of all types that have developed
shrub or grass/shrub layers.
The birds are seen from May to
September.

Common
breeding
and
Abundant passage migrant
species. Mainly Inhabits
woodland and brush.

Ficedula (parva) albicilla
(Pallas, 1811),
восточная малая мухоловка,
红喉姬鹟,
TAIGA FLYCATCHER

Rare breeding species and Very common species and
common passage migrant of migrant birdsin Honghe.
forests and woodlands. The
Taiga ﬂycatcher nests in the
conifer-broadleaf forests in the
upper reaches of Bastak river
and on the watershed Bastak –
Greater Sorennak. The birds
are seen from May to October.

Ficedula parva (Bechstein,
1794),
малая мухоловка,
红喉姬鹟,
RED-THROATED
FLYCATCHER

Rare vagrant. Two males Uncommon passage migrant
were catched and banded in a species. Can be seen in May,
parvifoliate forest in the middle September, October.
reaches of Bastak river (square
№ 100) in 2007.

Cyanoptila cyanomelana
(Temminck, 1829),
синяя мухоловка,
白腹蓝姬鹟,
BLUE-AND-WHITE
FLYCATCHER

Rare passage migrant of forests,
mountains and foothills. The
breeding is possible in the
Bastak river basin. Two birds
were banded in a parvifoliate
forest in the middle reaches
of Bastak river in 2005 (adult
female) and in 2007 (juvenile
female).
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Family: Cinclidae – Оляпковые – 河乌科 – Dippers
Cinclus pallasii Temminck,
1820,
бурая оляпка,
褐河乌,
BROWN DIPPER

Rare breeding, migratory and
wintering species. It lives year
around in 2 sites on the river
Bastak; in the other parts of the
Bastak river course the birds are
seen in April and in October. In
summer, the species is recorded
on the rivers Kirga and Bydyr.

Family: Passeridae – Воробьиные – 麻雀科 – Sparrows
Passer domesticus (Linnaeus,
1758),
домовый воробей,
家麻雀,
HOUSE SPARROW

Rare vagrant. A single bird was
recorded in the middle reaches
of Bastak river (square № 140)
in 2009.

Passer montanus (Linnaeus,
1758),
полевой воробей,
(树)麻雀,
EURASIAN TREE SPARROW

Rare vagrant in the basin Common settled species.
of Bastak river; uncommon Mainly Inhabits residential
breeding and wintering species area.
in the cluster Zabelovsky.
Single birds are seen nonannually on the banks of the
lakes Ulanovskoye, Liman and
Zabelovskoye.

Family: Prunellidae – Завирушковые – 岩鹨科 – Accentors
Prunella montanella (Pallas,
1776),
сибирская завирушка,
棕眉山岩鹨,
SIBERIAN ACCENTOR

Uncommon
to
common Uncommon passage migrant
passage migrant. The species is species. Can be seen in April,
recorded in spring and autumn May, September and October.
in forests of all types; mass
migration is observed in spring.
The birds are seen from March
to May and from September to
October.

Family: Motacillidae – Трясогузковые – 鶺鴒科 – Wagtails
Motacilla tschutschensis J.F.
Gmelin, 1789,
берингийская жёлтая
трясогузка,
黄鹡鸰阿拉斯加亚种,
ALASKA WAGTAIL

Common passage migrant,
which is seen at the roadsides
of the highway BirobidzhanKukan, at the banks of the
rivers Ikura, Bastak, Glinyanka,
In, Zabelovka, in the cluster
Zabelovsky. The birds are
observed from April to May
and from August to September.
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Motacilla taivana (Swinhoe,
1863),
зеленоголовая трясогузка,
黄鹡鸰台湾亚种,
GREEN-HEADED WAGTAIL

Uncommon passage migrant;
could be met at the banks of
the rivers Zabelovka and Amur,
at the roadsides, near the lakes
Zabelovskoye, Ulanovskoye
in the cluster Zabelovsky.
The birds are seen from April
to May and from August to
September.

Motacilla (tschutschensis)
macronyx (Stresemann, 1920),
китайская жёлтая трясогузка,
黄鹡鸰东北亚种,
MANCHURIAN WAGTAIL

Rare passage migrant, possibly
breeding species, which is met
in the cluster Zabelovsky in the
valley of Amur. The birds are
seen at the lake Zabelovskoye
and near the Krestovaya creek
from May to August.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits the shore of
water area.

Motacilla cinerea Tunstall,
1771,
горная трясогузка,
灰鹡鸰,
GRAY WAGTAIL

Common breeding species and
passage migrant. It lives on the
banks of every mountain river
or stream. The birds are seen
from April to September.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits grassland and
brush.

Motacilla alba Linnaeus, 1758,
белая трясогузка,
白鹡鸰,
WHITE WAGTAIL

Uncommon breeding species
and common to abundant
passage migrant. 2 subspecies
are recorded: M. a. leucopsis
Gould, 1838 and M. a. ocularis
Swinhoe, 1860. The East
Siberian wagtail M. a. ocularis
Swinhoe, 1860 is a passage
migrant. The Amur wagtail M.
a. leucopsis Gould, 1838 nests
in the reserve. The birds are
seen from late March to late
October.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits the shore
of water area, grassland and
farmland.

Anthus richardi Vieillot, 1818,
степной конек,
田鹨,
RICHARD'S PIPIT

Rare species of unknown status.
It was observed in a streamside
forest of the Ikura river in 2001.
The birds are seen from May to
early September.

Rare breeding and passage
migrant species. Mainly
Inhabits
grassland
and
wetland.

Anthus hodgsoni Richmond,
1907,
пятнистый конек,
树鹨,
OLIVE-BACKED PIPIT

Common to abundant breeding
species and passage migrant of
forests, woods, and open spaces
adjacent to them. The birds are
seen from April to October.

Uncommon breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and grassland.
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Anthus rubescens (Tunstall,
1771),
гольцовый конёк,
黄腹鹨,
BUFF-BELLIED PIPIT

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Uncommon
to
common
passage migrant of wetlands,
meadows, ﬁelds, open woods
in a ﬂoodplain. The birds are
seen from April to May and
in September on the wetlands
in the valleys of the rivers
Bastak, Gryaznushka, Greater
Sorennak, Lesser Sorennak, In.

Family: Fringillidae – Вьюрковые – 燕雀科 – Finches
Fringilla montifringilla
Linnaeus, 1758,
вьюрок,
燕雀,
BRAMLIGN

Abundant passage migrant,
which is met throughout the
forest zone, less frequently on
meadows and wetlands. The
birds are seen in April-May and
in September-October.

Chloris sinica (Linnaeus. 1766),
китайская зеленушка,
金翅雀,
ORIENTAL GREENFINCH

Rare passage migrant, possibly Common settled species.
breeding species. The Oriental Mainly Inhabits woodland
greenﬁnch was recorded at and brush.
the river Glinyanka, near
Kirga village; in the cluster
Zabelovsky – on the river
Zabelovka, Krestovaya creek,
at the border outposts. The
birds are seen from March to
November, most records are
from March and April.

Spinus spinus (Linnaeus, 1758),
чиж,
黄雀,
EURASIAN SISKIN

Abundant passage migrant,
rare breeding and non-annually
wintering species. It nests in
mountains and foothills of
the forest zone; during the
migration is recorded in forests
of all types, in meadows and
wetlands. The birds are seen
from April to October.

Common
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland
and brush.

Acanthis ﬂammea (Linnaeus,
1758),
обыкновенная чечётка,
白腰朱顶雀,
COMMON REDPOLL

Common wintering species
and abundant passage migrant.
Recorded
in
streamside
forests, in wetlands and bushy
meadows. The birds are seen
from September to April.

Common wintering species
and common passage migrant
species. Mainly Inhabits
woodland and brush.

Abundant passage migrant
species. Mainly Inhabits
woodland, brush, grassland
and farmland.
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Acanthis hornemanni (Holboell,
1843),
пепельная чечётка,
极北朱顶雀,
ARCTIC REDPOLL

Rare passage migrant and,
possibly, wintering species.
During the migration the
Arctic redpolls are met in
riparian forests, in wetlands
and bushy meadows. The birds
are observed from October to
April.

Leucosticte arctoa (Pallas,
1811),
сибирский горный вьюрок,
粉红腹岭雀,
ASIAN ROSY FINCH

Uncommon passage migrant.
During the migration it holds
to stone screes, rocks, sides
of gravel roads, stone-pits,
and short-grass clearings. The
birds were observed along the
highway Birobidzhan-Kukan,
in the middle reaches of Bastak
river, near the Glinyanka river.
The Asian rosy ﬁnch is met in
April and October.

Uragus sibiricus (Pallas, 1773),
длиннохвостая чечевица,
长尾雀,
LOGN-TAILED ROSEFINCH

Common breeding species, Common settled species.
passage migrant and rare Mainly Inhabits woodland
wintering species. It lives in and brush.
streamside deciduous forests,
open woods, at wetlands and
meadows with tall shrubs.

Carpodacus erythrinus (Pallas,
1770),
обыкновенная чечевица,
朱雀,
COMMON ROSEFINCH

Uncommon passage migrant
of the forest zone. The birds
are seen in May-June and in
September-October.

Common passage migrant
species. Mainly Inhabits
woodland and brush. Can be
seen in May, September and
October.

Carpodacus roseus (Pallas,
1776),
сибирская чечевица,
北朱雀,
PALLAS’S ROSEFINCH

Common to abundant passage
migrant and rare wintering
species. It is met in forests of
all types. The birds are seen
from September to May.

Common passage migrant
and wintering species. Mainly
Inhabits
woodland
and
farmland.

Pinicola enucleator (Linnaeus,
1758),
щур,
松雀,
PINE GROSBEAK

Uncommon passage migrant
and wintering species. Their
habitat – all types of forests and
woods. The birds are seen from
October to late March.
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Loxia curvirostra Linnaeus,
1758,
клёст-еловик,
红交嘴雀,
COMMON CROSSBILL

Uncommon
to
common
breeding and wintering species.
Typical habitat – ﬁr-spruce and
conifer-broadleaf forests.

Loxia leucoptera Gmelin, 1789,
белокрылый клест,
白翅交嘴雀,
TWO-BARRED CROSSBILL

Common breeding, migratory
and uncommon wintering
species of all types of forests
and woods. The birds were
observed along the highway
Birobidzhan-Kukan, in the
valley of Bastak river in its
middle reaches.

Very
common
migrant
species in 1990s in Honghe.
We banded more 300 one day
in Autumn in 1996.

Pyrrhula pyrrhula (Linnaeus,
1758),
обыкновенный снегирь,
红腹灰雀指名亚,
EURASIAN BULLFINCH

Rare wintering and uncommon
migratory species of forest
zone in autumn and winter. It
inhabits forests of all types,
woods and open woodlands,
man-made landscapes. The
birds are seen from October to
March.

Rare settled species, passage
migrant
and
wintering
species. Mainly Inhabits
woodland and brush.

Pyrrhula griseiventris
Lafresnaye, 1841,
уссурийский снегирь,
红腹灰雀东北亚种,
GRAY-BELLIED BULLFINCH

Common
migratory
and
wintering,
rare
breeding
species. It is met in various
forests, woods and open
woodlands,
man-made
landscapes. A breeding pair
was recorded in the mouth of
the spring Nadezhdin in 2012.
Out of nesting sites the birds
are seen from October to May.

Rare migrant and wintering
species, passage migrant and
wintering species. Mainly
Inhabits woodland and brush.

Pyrrhula cineracea Cabanis,
1872,
серый снегирь,
红腹灰雀,
BAIKAL BULLFINCH

Uncommon breeding, common
migratory
and
wintering
species of all types of forests
and woods.

Very rare settled species,
passage migrant and wintering
species. Mainly Inhabits
woodland and brush.

Coccothraustes coccothraustes
(Linnaeus, 1758),
обыкновенный дубонос,
锡嘴雀,
HAWFINCH

Uncommon
breeding,
uncommon
to
common
migratory
and
wintering
species. It nests in streamside
forests. Spring migration is
from early April to mid-May,
after-breeding migrations are
from August to October.

Uncommon breeding, migrant
and wintering species in
Honghe. Few recorded before
2010.
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Eophona personata (Temminck
et Schlegel, 1848),
большой черноголовый
дубонос,
黑头蜡嘴雀,
JAPANESE GROSBEAK

Rare
breeding
species.
It inhabits broadleaf and
streamside forests, the nests
are found near the mountain
Dubovaya Sopka and in the
middle reaches of the Bastak
river. The birds are seen from
April to August.

Rare breeding and passage
migrant species. Mainly
Inhabits
woodland
and
grassland.

Family: Emberizidae – Овсянковые – 鹀科 – Buntings
Emberiza leucocephala S.G.
Gmelin, 1771, белошапочная
овсянка,
白头鹀,
PINE BUNTING

Rare passage migrant of
broadleaf forests, open woods,
meadows and wetlands. The
birds were observed in the
vicinities of the mountains
Chernukha and Dubovaya
Sopka, at the river Glinyanka,
in the cluster Zabelovsky – at
the lake Zabelovskoye. The
birds are seen from April to
May and in September.

Emberiza cioides J.F. Brandt,
1843,
красноухая овсянка,
三道眉草鹀,
MEADOW BUNTING

Rare, possibly breeding species. Abundant settled and passage
Its habitat – sedge marshes migrant species. Mainly
and reed-grass wet meadows, Inhabits woodland, and brush.
streamside shrub thickets. The
birds were met in 2002 in the
valley of the spring Losiniy.

Emberiza fucata Pallas, 1776,
ошейниковая овсянка,
栗耳鹀,
CHESTNUT-EARED
BUNTING

Common to abundant breeding
species and passage migrant.
It inhabits wetlands, meadows
and ﬂoodplain open woods of
willows, birches, larches. The
birds are seen from April to
September.

Uncommom breeding and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush, grassland and wetland.

Cristemberiza elegans
(Temminck, 1835),
желтогорлая овсянка,
黄喉鹀,
ELEGANT BUNTING

Abundant breeding species and
passage migrant. It inhabits
forests and woods of all types.
The birds are seen from March
to October.

Abundant
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
and brush.
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Schoeniclus schoeniclus
(Linnaeus, 1758),
камышовая овсянка,
芦鹀,
COMMON REED BUNTING

Rare breeding species and
uncommon passage migrant.
It inhabits marshes and wet
meadows in the valleys of the
rivers In, Gryaznushka, of
the spring Losiniy, is met in
the cluster Zabelovsky. The
birds are seen from April to
September.

Commom
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits grassland,
and wetland.

Schoeniclus pallasi (Cabanis,
1851),
полярная овсянка,
苇鹀,
PALLAS’S REED BUNTING

Abundant passage migrant, Common passage migrant
possibly rare breeding species. species. Can be seen in April,
Migrates through wetlands, May, September and October.
meadows, open woods and
forest edges. The birds are seen
from March to May and from
July to October.

Schoeniclus yessoensis
(Swinhoe, 1874),
рыжешейная овсянка,
红颈苇鹀,
OCHRE-RUMPED BUNTING

Rare passage migrant and,
possibly, breeding species. The
birds were observed during the
autumn migration at the shores
of water bodies in tall grasses
and willow thickets near the
lake Zabelovskoye. The birds
are seen from September to
October.

Ocyris chrysophrys (Pallas,
1776),
желтобровая овсянка,
黄眉鹀,
YELLOW-BROWED
BUNTING

Rare passage migrant in Common passage migrant
autumn. 2 juvenile birds were species. Can be seen in May,
catched in 2000 in a mixed September and October.
broadleaf forest at foothills, and
in 2007 in a conifer-broadleaf
forest in the middle reaches of
Bastak river.

Ocyris tristrami (Swinhoe,
1870),
таёжная овсянка,
白眉鹀,
TRISTRAM’S BUNTING

Common to abundant breeding
species and passage migrant.
It inhabits forests of all types.
Typical species of mountain and
foothill forests. The birds are
seen from April to September.

Commom
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush, and grassland.

Ocyris rusticus
(Pallas, 1776),
овсянка-ремез,
田鹀,
RUSTIC BUNTING

Abundant passage migrant of
forests of all types, swamps and
meadows. The birds are seen
from April to May and from
September to October.

Common passage migrant
species. Mainly Inhabits
woodland, brush, grassland,
and farmland.

Commom
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush, pond, and wetland.
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Ocyris pusillus (Pallas, 1776),
овсянка-крошка,
小鹀,
LITTLE BUNTING

Common passage migrant. Rare passage migrant species.
These birds migrate through Mainly Inhabits woodland,
streamside shrub thickets, brush, and grassland.
meadows and wetlands. The
Little buntings are seen from
April to May and from August
to September.

Ocyris spodocephalus
(Pallas, 1776),
седоголовая овсянка,
灰头鹀,
BLACK-FACED BUNTING

Abundant breeding species
and passage migrant. It lives
throughout the forested part of
the reserve among the shrubs
on meadows and wetlands. The
birds are seen from April to
October.

Commom
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush, and grassland.

Ocyris aureolus (Pallas, 1773),
дубровник,
黄胸鹀,
YELLOW-BREASTED
BUNTING

Uncommon breeding species
and passage migrant; the birds
were seen throuhout the reserve
area excluding the mountain
forests. The species is common
on meadows and marshes
adjacent to water bodies. The
birds are seen from May to
September.

Commom
breeding
and
passage migrant species.
Mainly Inhabits woodland,
brush, grassland, and wetland.

Ocyris rutilus (Pallas, 1776),
рыжая овсянка,
栗鹀,
CHESTNUT BUNTING

Uncommon passage migrant, Rare passage migrant species.
which is met in various forest Mainly Inhabits woodland,
and woods, on meadows brush, and grassland.
and wetlands. The breeding
is possible in the valley of
Bastak river, in the valley of
Mitrofanovka river near the
road Birobidzhan-Kukan, in
the cluster Zabelovsky – near
the Zabelovskoye lake. The
birds are seen from May to
September.

Calcarius lapponicus Linnaeus,
1758,
подорожник,
铁爪鹀,
LAPLAND BUNTING

Rare passage migrant. A single
juvenile bird was recorded at
the edge of a parvifoliate forest
in the middle reaches of Bastak
river (square № 100) in 2007.
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Plectrophenax nivalis Linnaeus,
1758,
пуночка,
雪鹀,
SNOW BUNTING

Uncommon passage migrant,
possible
non-annually
wintering species. The Snow
bunting is met periodically
along the road BirobidzhanKukan at the stone-pits; in the
cluster Zabelovsky it is seen on
the meadows in the Amur river
valley. The birds are observed
from October to March.

Rare passage migrant and
wintering species. Mainly
Inhabits woodland, grassland,
and wetland.

KLASS: MAMMALIA – МЛЕКОПИТАЮЩИЕ – 哺乳纲 – MAMMALS
The names of species
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Order: Insectivora – Насекомоядные –食虫目 – Insectivorous (Soricomorphs)
Family: Soricidae – Землеройковые – 鼩鼱科 – Shrews
Sorex gracillimus Thomas,
1907,
дальневосточная бурозубка,
细鼩鼱,
SLENDER SHREW

The species prefers ﬂoodplain,
ﬁr – green moss, Korean
pine – broadleaf forests. The
largest number is observed in
streamside forests.

Sorex tundrensis Merriam,
1900,
тундряная бурозубка,
苔原鼩鼱,
TUNDRA SHREW

Common to abundant species
at the Zabelovskoye lake and
at the mouth of the Glinyanka
river in the Zabelovsky cluster.
The shrews live on the mixed
grass-shrub and sedge-reed
grass meadows.

Sorex caecutiens Laxmann,
1798,
средняя бурозубка,
中鼩鼱,
LAXMANN'S SHREW

Common and abundant species
in streamside, broadleaf, and
Korean pine – broadleaf forests.

Sorex roboratus Hollister, 1913,
плоскочерепная бурозубка,
阿尔泰鼩鼱,
FLAT-SKULLED SHREW

Uncommon
wide-ranged
species; inhabits streamside
and broadleaf forests, and
sedge-reed grass meadows.
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Sorex isodon Turov, 1924,
равнозубая бурозубка,
东北鼩鼱,
TAIGA SHREW

The species is found throughout
the reserve; high number is
observed in the streamside
forests, broadleaf, Korean
pine – broadleaf, and ﬁr – green
moss forests. Less commonly it
is found on the mixed grassshrub meadows.

Sorex unguiculatus Dodson,
1890.
когтистая бурозубка,
库页鼩鼱,
LONG-CLAWED SHREW

Rare species, found in the
broadleaf
and
streamside
forests in the basins of the
rivers Bastak and Kirga.

Sorex minutissimus
Zimmermann, 1780,
крошечная бурозубка,
姬鼩鼱,
EURASIAN LEAST SHREW

Rare species. Single individuals
are found in the broadleaf
forests in the valley of Bastak
rivers and at the Zabelovskoye
lake.

Sorex daphaenodon Thomas,
1907,
крупнозубая бурозубка,
栗齿鼩鼱,
SIBERIAN LARGETOOTHED SHREW

Common species throughout Uncommon species; lives in
the reserve; largest number is the woodland, grassland and
observed in the streamside and wetland.
broadleaf forests, on the wet
sedge-reed grass meadows and
marshes.

Neomys fodiens Pennant, 1771,
кутора обыкновенная,
水鼩鼱,
EURASIAN WATER SHREW

Rare species. Single individuals
were observed in the coniferbroadleaf forests.

Crocidura lasiura Dobson,
1890,
большая белозубка,
大麝鼩,
USSURI WHITE-TOOTHED
SHREW

Common and abundant species; Uncommon species; lives in
lives in the oak woods and the woodland and grassland.
at their edges, on the grassy
meadows.

Order: Chiroptera – Рукокрылые – 翼手目 – Bats
Family: Vespertilionidae – Гладконосые – 蝙蝠科 – Vesper Bats
Myotis ikonnikovi Ognev, 1912,
ночница Иконникова,
伊氏鼠耳蝠,
IKONNIKOV'S BAT

100

Rare species; was found in
the conifer-broadleaf forest
in 32 km to north from
Birobidzhan (square № 84).
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Myotis bombinus Thomas, 1906,
ночница амурская,
远东鼠耳蝠,
FAR EASTERN MYOTIS

Rare species; a single specimen
was found in the coniferbroadleaf forest in the valley of
Bastak river.

Myotis daubentoni Kuhl, 1817,
ночница водяная,
水鼠耳蝠,
DAUBENTON'S BAT

Uncommon species; single
individuals are found in the
conifer-broadleaf forest and in
the meadow communities.

Plecotus ognevi Kishida, 1927,
ушан сибирский,
奥氏长耳蝠,
OGNEV’S BAT

Common species; small groups
of individuals were observed
in the mountain and foothills
forests. Most frequently the
bats were met near the lodges.

Vespertilio murinus Linnaeus,
1758,
кожан двухцветный,
普通蝙蝠,
PARTI-COLOURED BAT

Rare species; a single specimen Common species; lives in the
was found in the conifer- woodland and grassland.
broadleaf forest in the valley of
Bastak river.

Vespertilio superans Thomas,
1899
кожан восточный
东方蝙蝠,
ASIAN PARTICOLORED BAT

Honghe Reserve

Rare species; lives in the
residential area.

Order: Carnivora – Хищные – 食肉目 – Carnivorans
Family: Canidae – Псовые – 犬科 – Dogs
Canis lupus Linnaeus, 1758,
волк,
狼,
EURASIAN WOLF

Common species. In the reserve Rare species; lives in the
the wolf is more common on woodland and grassland.
the ﬂoodplains in the northwestern and central parts. In the
Zabelovsky cluster the species
migrates after the roe deers
from autumn to spring.

Vulpes vulpes Linnaeus, 1758,
обыкновенная лисица,
赤狐,
RED FOX

Uncommon in the main Uncommon species; lives in
plot, more abundant in the the woodland, grassland, and
Zabelovsky cluster. Inhabits farmland.
open landscapes and streamside
forests.

Nyctereutes procyonoides Gray,
1834,
енотовидная собака,
貉,
RACCOON DOG

Common species of ﬂoodplain Common species; lives in
forests, swamps and meadows. the woodland, brush, and
The abundance seems higher in grassland.
the Zabelovsky cluster.
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Family: Ursidae – Медвежьи – 熊科 – Bears
Ursus arctos Linnaeus, 1758,
бурый медведь,
棕熊,
BROWN BEAR

Common species in the larch
swamps (mari) and in the forest
belt of mountains and foothills.
Uncommon in the Zabelovsky
cluster.

Ursus thibetanus Cuvier, 1823,
белогрудый медведь,
黑熊,
USSURI BLACK BEAR

Common species in the forest Rare species; lives in the
belt of mountains and foothills. woodland, grassland, and
Uncommon in open woodlands swamp.
and open landscapes. The black
bear is observed regularly in the
river valleys and woodlands,
especially in May, September
(for the ﬁsh) and late summer
(harvest of berries, nuts and
acorns).

Family: Mustelidae – Куницевые – 鼬科 – Mustelids
Martes zibellina Linnaeus,
1758,
соболь,
紫貂,
SABLE

Common species in the forest
belt of mountains and foothills.
Inhabits all types of forests,
is observed more often in ﬁrspruce and conifer-broadleaf
forests. Regularly is found on
swamps.

Martes ﬂavigula Boddaert,
1785,
харза,
青鼬,
YELLOW-THROATED
MARTEN

Rare species; single individuals
are found in the taiga part of
conifer-broadleaf and conifer
forests.

Gulo gulo Linnaeus, 1758,
росомаха,
貂熊,
WOLVERINE

Very rare species, that comes
into the reserve not every year.
Inhabits ﬁr-spruce forests,
mountain fellﬁelds.

Mustela nivalis Linnaeus, 1766,
ласка,
伶鼬,
LEAST WEASEL

Common species in the eastern Rare
species;
inhabits
part of the reserve and in the woodland, brush, grassland
plain part of the Zabelovsky and swamp.
cluster; lives also in the
mountainous western part of
the reserve (there uncommon).
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Mustela sibirica Pallas, 1773,
колонок,
黄鼬,
SIBERIAN WEASEL

Common species. Inhabits Common species; inhabits
streamside
forests,
open woodland, brush, grassland
woodlands,
swamps
and and swamp.
meadows everywhere except
the northern mountainous
areas.

Mustela altaica raddei Ognev,
1928,
солонгой забайкальский,
香鼬,
MOUNTAIN WEASEL

Very rare species, was found Uncommon species; inhabits
only in the south-western part woodland,
brush,
and
of the reserve at the edge of a grassland.
broadleaf forest.

Mustela vison Schreber, 1777,
американская норка,
水貂,
AMERICAN MINK

Uncommon in the forest zone
of the reserve, common in river
valleys. In winter, gathers on
non-frozen sections of rivers.
Uncommon in the Zabelovsky
cluster; lives on the banks of
the creeks, lakes and rivers in
the Amur river valley.

Meles leucurus (Hodgson,
1847) (Meles meles),
барсук азиатский,
狗獾,
ASIAN BADGER

Uncommon in all types of Uncommon species; inhabits
forests, meadows and wetlands. woodland, grassland and
Large populations of badgers wetland.
are found in oak woods.

Lutra lutra Linnaeus, 1758,
речная выдра,
水獭,
EUROPEAN OTTER

Uncommon species; inhabits Uncommon species; inhabits
the valleys of all types of rivers. all types of rivers.
The largest numbers are seen in
the Zabelovsky cluster.

Family: Felidae – Кошачьи – 猫科 – Cats
Prionailurus bengalensis Kerr,
1792,
кот дальневосточный,
豹猫,
LEOPARD CAT

Rare species. Inhabits tallgrass meadows, streamside
deciduous forests, and willow
woods in the valley and on the
islands of the Amur river.

Rare
species;
inhabits
woodland, brush, grassland
and swamp.

Lynx lynx Linnaeus, 1758,
обыкновенная рысь,
猞猁,
NORTHERN LYNX

Rare species. Single individuals Rare
species.
Single
are found in the forests of individuals are found in near
different types in the northern secondary forest in Honghe.
part of the reserve.
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Pantera tigris altaica,
амурский тигр,
东北虎,
SIBERIAN TIGER

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Rare species. Lives in the
north-western forest part of the
reserve, mostly in the foothills
and on the smooth slopes of
the ridges. Four tigers were
observed in 2016 – a female, a
male, and cubs.

Order: Lagomorpha – Зайцеобразные – 兔形目 – Lagomorphs
Family: Ochotonidae – Пищуховые – 鼠兔科 – Pikas
Ochotona hyperborea, Pallas,
1811,
северная пищуха,
东北鼠兔,
NORTHERN PIKA

Abundant species in the forest
belt of mountains and foothills.
Lives on screes, on open and
forested slopes in the belt of ﬁrspruce and larch forests.

Family: Leporidae – Зайцевые – 兔科 – Hares
Lepus timidus Linnaeus, 1758,
заяц-беляк,
雪兔,
MOUNTAIN HARE

Rare to uncommon species. Uncommon species; inhabits
The hare is found in deciduous woodland, grassland and
forests, on meadows and swamp.
wetlands.

Lepus mandshuricus Radde,
1861,
маньчжурский заяц,
东北兔,
MANCHURIAN HARE

Uncommon to common species. Uncommon species; inhabits
This hare prefers lowland oak woodland, grassland and
forests, and elevated parts of swamp.
river valleys closed with a
forest vegetation with thick
undergrowth.

Order: Rodentia – Грызуны – 啮齿目 – Rodents
Family: Sciuridae – Беличьи – 松鼠科 – Squirrels
Pteromys volans Linnaeus,
1758,
обыкновенная летяга,
鼯鼠,
SIBERIAN FLYING
SQUIRREL

Common species. It is found Common species; inhabits
throughout the forest part of woodland.
the reserve. The ﬂying squirrel
inhabits tall mixed deciduous
and
coniferous-deciduous
forests, sometimes it is found
in the secondary birch forests.

Sciurus vulgaris Linnaeus,
1758,
обыкновенная белка,
松鼠,
RED SQUIRREL

Common species in the coniferbroadleaf forests of the reserve.
Less commonly the squirrel
is found in larch forests;
sometimes (during migrations)
it is recorded in swamps and
meadows. In the Zabelovsky
cluster it is observed in some
years.
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Tamias sibiricus Laxmann,
1769,
азиатский бурундук,
花鼠,
SIBERIAN CHIPMUNK

Bastak Reserve

Honghe Reserve

Abundant species throughout Abundant species; inhabits
the forest part of the reserve. woodland, and grassland.
The largest number is recorded
in the mixed deciduous forests,
the smallest – on the meadows.

Family: Dipodidae – Тушканчиковые – 跳鼠科 – Dipodids
Sicista caudata Thomas, 1907,
длиннохвостая мышовка,
长尾跳鼠,
LONG-TAILED BIRCH
MOUSE

Rare species, found in broadleaf
and streamside forests in the
central part of the reserve.

Family: Cricetidae – Хомяковые – 倉鼠科 – Hamsters
Myodes (Сlethrionomys)
rufocanus Sundevall, 1846,
красно-серая полёвка,
棕背鼠平,
GREY RED-BACKED VOLE

Abundant species. Inhabits Common species. Inhabits
various forest and meadow woodland, and brush.
communities.

Myodes (Сlethrionomys) rutilus
Pallas, 1779,
красная полёвка,
红背鼠平,
NORTHERN RED-BACKED
VOLE

Common species. Inhabits all
types of landscapes. The largest
number is recorded on the larch
swamps and in the ﬁr forests,
the number decreases in the
streamside forests, becoming
the smallest in the coniferbroadleaf forests.

Microtus fortis Вüchner, 1889,
большая полевка,
东方田鼠,
REED VOLE

Common species. The reed vole Uncommon species. Inhabits
lives in all types of landscapes woodland, and swamp.
except the conifer-broadleaf
forests. The largest number is
recorded at the larch swamps
(mari), and on meadows.

Microtus maximowiszii,
Schrenk, 1858,
полевка Максимовича,
莫氏田鼠,
MAXIMOWICZ'S VOLE

Rare species. Single individuals Uncommon species. Inhabits
are found in the Glinyanka grassland, and swamp.
river valley in the meadow and
wetland communities.

Microtus mongolicus (Radde,
1861) (Microtus arvalis),
монгольская полёвка,普通田
鼠贝加尔亚种,
MONGOLIAN VOLE

Common species. Inhabits
woodland, and grassland.
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Cricetulus barabensis Pallas,
1773,
хомячок барабинский,
黑线仓鼠,
CHINESE STRIPED
HAMSTER

Common species. Inhabits
woodland, grassland, and
farmland.

Cricetulus triton (de Winton,
1899),
крысовидный хомячок,
大仓鼠,
GREATER LONG-TAILED
HAMSTER

Uncommon species. Inhabits
farmland.

Ondatra zibethicus Linnaeus,
1766,
ондатра,
麝鼠,
MUSKRAT

Common species of wetlands.
The muskrat lives in river
valleys and in all types of lakes
on the ﬂoodplain.

Common species of wetlands.
The muskrat lives in river
valleys and in all types of
lakes on the ﬂoodplain.

Family: Muridae –Мышиные – 鼠科 – Mice
Micromys minutes Pallas, 1771,
мышь-малютка,
巢鼠,
HARVEST MOUSE
Mus musculus Linnaeus, 1758
домовая мышь,
小家鼠,
HOUSE MOUSE

Common species. Inhabits Uncommon species. Inhabits
ﬂoodplain
forests
and woodland, grassland, and
meadows; is recorded at the swamp.
Zabelovskoye lake.
Common species. Inhabits
residential area.

Apodemus agrarius Pallas,
1771,
полевая мышь,
黑线姬鼠,
STRIPED FIELD MOUSE

Common species in the Common species. Inhabits
Zabelovsky cluster. Inhabits woodland, and grassland.
open spaces and secondary
pyrogenic forests. Uncommon
in mountains and foothills. The
largest populations are recorded
in broadleaf and mixed coniferdeciduous riparian forests.

Apodemus peninsulae Thomas,
1907,
восточноазиатская мышь,
大林姬鼠,
KOREAN FIELD MOUSE

Common species in the forest Uncommon species. Inhabits
communities; less commonly is woodland, and grassland.
found on meadows.
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Rattus norvegicus Berkenhout,
1769,
серая крыса,
褐家鼠,
BROWN RAT

Honghe Reserve

Rare species in mountains, Common species. Inhabits
foothills and on larch swamps. residential area.
Common on wet meadows
and wetlands, especially in the
Zabelovsky cluster.

Order: Artiodactyla – Парнокопытные – 偶蹄目– Even-toed ungulates
Family: Suidae – Свиные – 猪科 – Pigs
Sus scrofa Linnaeus, 1758,
кабан,
野猪,
BOAR

Common species. Inhabits Common species. Inhabits
forests, meadows and wetlands. woodland, grassland, and
The largest density is observed farmland.
in conifer-broadleaf and in oak
forests.

Family: Moschidae – Кабарговые – 麝科 – Musk deers
Moschus moschiferus Linnaeus,
1758,
кабарга,
原麝,
SIBERIAN MUSK DEER

Uncommon species of the
mountain parts of the reserve.
The musk deer lives in ﬁrspruce and conifer-broadleaf
forests on the mountain slopes
and peaks.

Family: Cervidae – Оленьи – 鹿科 – Deers
Cervus elaphus xanthopygus
Milne-Edwards, 1867,
изюбрь,
马鹿,
MANCHURIAN WAPITI

Common species of the forest Very rare species. Inhabits
belt of mountains and foothills. woodland, and grassland.
It lives throughout the forested
part of the reserve, preferring
deciduous
and
coniferbroadleaf forests. Along the
streamside forests the deer
penetrates deep into the
wetlands and meadows.

Capreolus pygargus Pallas,
1771,
сибирская косуля,
狍,
SIBERIAN ROE DEER

Common species, found in the Common species. Inhabits
most landscapes of the reserve woodland, and grassland.
except the mountain peaks. On
the meadows and wetlands is
most common from spring to
autumn.

Alces alces Linnaeus, 1758,
лось,
驼鹿,
MOOSE

Rare species. In summer, the
moose is found throughout the
area of the reserve, in winter
it moves to the larch forests in
river valleys.
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